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A seminar designed to explore the programs of th e
numerous agencies and organizations engaged in research
in the area of water resources was offered during Fal l
Quarter 1965 . These seminars are conducted principally
for graduate students but attract a wider group o f
participants .

Each speaker provided an up-to-date picture of the
water research responsibilities of his organization, a s
well as the nature and extent of such research activities .
The focus was on national rather than local programs .
It was not possible in the time available to include al l
agencies, and the role of industry could only be lightly
touched upon .

However, the seminar accomplished its purpose .
Student comment following the sessions indicated a growing
awareness of the scope and variety of the nation's wate r
problems and associated research program . This is a
necessary step in selecting and developing ones area of
specialization in the profession of managing the nation s
natural resources .

Malcolm H . Kar r
Corvallis, Oregon
January 1966
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Introduction to seminar presented September 29, J965 by MALCOL M
H. KARR, Executive Secretary, Water Resources Research Institut e
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon

Seo//t,e 4.t/te. emeaa)t,

To introduce this quarter's seminar series, I 'would first like to explai n
why the theme, "Who's Responsible for. .Water Resources Research, "

was chosen .

In recent years, this nation has developed an intense interest i n
its water resources and a desire to undertake long-range planning fo r
managing and developing these resources . Along with this interest ha s
come an awareness on the part of the politician and interested public ; as
well as the technician, that considerable new knowledge and sophisticated
techniques must be developed if we are to succeed in our desires to ' -
control flood waters, overcome. the effects of drought, eliminate stream
pollution, etc . This, in turn, has resulted in more money being mad e
available to support the research needed to provide such knowledge . ,
Nearly everyone having . responsibility in-the area of water resource s
also has money with which to-either conduct or sponsor research .

As one might expect from such an accelerated program, ther e
are those who feel we are wasteful with the taxpayers' money -- that w e
should eliminate duplication of . effort and overlapping authority . On th e
other hand, there are those who feel that duplication of effort is desirable- -
that the more people there are working independently on a single problem ,
the sooner we will get the answer and the more reliable that answer will -
be . And there are those who believe that the most desirable effort lie s
somewhere between those extremes .

But whatever position one takes, he cannot evaluate the nation' s
water research program without first having an understanding of th e
nature, extent and inter-relationship of the various research programs .
The purpose of this seminar series is to provide that understanding b y
presenting a review of .the manner in which we are organized to handl e
needed research in the area of water resources . Thus the theme, "Who' s
Responsible for Water Resources Research?"



You will note from the schedule that the sessions include man y
of the agencies having major responsibility in the area of water researc h
and the speakers are those people having both first-hand knowledge of ,
and responsibility for, their agency's research program . I hasten to
point out, however, that the list is far from complete . I wish to take a
little time today to briefly mention the programs of a number of othe r
organizations that are not scheduled to be covered in detail in thi s
seminar series .

SOME OTHER AGENCIE S

The Office of Naval Research is not included although its suppor t
of oceanographic research represents one of the nation's largest pro -
grams . This omission does not indicate a lack of appreciation for thos e
efforts . On the contrary, there is every indication that the future of
mankind might depend a great deal upon, and be appreciably influence d
by the results of oceanographic research . This is a new, fertile, and
exciting field that holds great promise . But it also has a relatively
clear-cut line distinguishing it from other components of water research ,
so it seldom duplicates the efforts and authority of others, except
possibly in tidal and estuarine areas . Therefore, for the purpose of this
series, it is not essential that oceanographic research be covered i n
detail .

A major water resources agency not listed in our schedule is th e
Corps of Engineers . While it does participate cooperatively in a numbe r
of water research projects, the Corps' major independent researc h
effort is in the area of hydraulics and the design of hydraulic structures ,
rather than in water resources per se .

An area not being covered in this series, and one that is to o
often overlooked by researchers, is water economics . We held a serie s
last spring quarter on water law, politics, and economics and ar e
planning a future series to examine economics in greater detail, so w e
feel justified in leaving it out this quarter .

There is considerable privately funded research in the area o f
water resources . Here in the Northwest there are major programs o f
this nature relative to the wood processing, especially pulp and paper ,
and food processing industries . While we do not have the time available
to give these areas complete coverage, research activities of the pul p
and paper industry will be covered in a report under preparation by the
National Council for Stream Improvement for inclusion in the publishe d
proceedings of this seminar .
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While our seminar series is designed to present the national
picture, it is essential that we at least briefly attempt to show wher e
the states' responsibility fits into the picture . Here in Oregon we hav e
a number of state agencies actively engaged in water research .

The Game Commission is responsible for sport fishery an d
wildlife . It maintains a research division - staff and facilities - here o n
campus in addition to other research units working on specific problem s
in various parts of the state .

The Fish Commission is responsible for commercial fishery and
maintains a large laboratory that conducts federally sponsored research ,
as well as conducting research on its own .

Considerable research undertaken at the University is sponsore d
by the State Water Resources Board. At times the Board will undertak e
research on its own when it has urgent need for answers that cannot b e
supplied by others .

Water-based recreation has received considerable research
attention from the Parks and Recreation Division of the State Highway
Department in order that the state can keep up with the ever increasing
demand in this area .

The State Board of Forestry is concerned with research t o
improve watershed management practices on state-owned timber lands .

Urban development components of river basin studies ar e
supported by the State Department of Planning and Development under it s
authority to act for the state in these matters .

In addition, there are county and city water resources depart-
ments, recreation commissions, and planning boards .

THE WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH INSTITUT E

It's evident that we cannot thoroughly cover the program of al l
these units . However, the research of state agencies is closely allied t o
that of their federal counterparts and that relationship will be brough t
out by subsequent speakers . Also, our session on November 3rd i s
devoted to Oregon's water research program with emphasis on th e
nature of projects being conducted at the University . In this manner ,
you will be given some exposure to the program in oceanography as wel l
as other areas . This will also indicate the nature of activities that come
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under our Water Resources Research Institute . It therefore would b e
repetitious if I were to discuss the Institute's research with you today ,
but I will take this opportunity to give you a little background informatio n
about the Institute .

The Water Resources Research Institute was established by the
State Board of Higher Education in 1960 to serve as a unit to coordinate
and promote all research and training undertaken in the field of wate r
resources at the University . It was not given research funds in its own
name nor did it hire research staff in its own name . Rather, it
coordinated the efforts of those scientists and engineers engaged in water
research, and employed by the various departments having an interes t
in this area, who chose to become members of the Institute .

Currently, Institute membership numbers about 150 scientists
and engineers who have 85 research projects underway in nearly every
phase of water resources, , costing nearly $2, 000, 000 annually . The
researchers are staff members and administrators in the departments o f
agricultural economics, agricultural engineering, agricultural chemistry ,
botany, civil engineering, entomology, food science and technology ,
meteorology, microbiology, natural resources, oceanography, soils ,
statistics, and the School of Forestry, all on this campus ; and the School
of Law at the University of Oregon. Institute members teach both
undergraduate and graduate courses in various aspects of water resources .
Graduate training in water resources is now being provided for abou t
160 students at both the master and PhD levels .

In 1964, the federal Water Resources Research Act (PL 88-379 )
was passed for the purpose of providing funds to establish research
institutes in each state to promote needed water research . Immediately
Governor Hatfield designated our Institute as the unit to represent th e
State of Oregon in participation under that Act . So we now have the
added responsibility of coordinating and promoting water research fo r
the State as well as the University .

The Water Resources Research Act is administered by th e
Office of Water Resources Research in Washington, D . C. Our speake r
next week is the Deputy Director of that office who will cover the pro -
gram in detail so I will not say much more today . I would like to poin t
out, however, that our approach differs from many other states wh o
are using the modest annual allotment to establish an institute, hir e
staff, and get a few research projects started . Being in our sixth year
of operation and already having a strong program, we felt that the mos t
effective use of the limited funds available would be to develop long -
range programs to strengthen areas of weakness rather than merely
sponsoring a few more projects similar to the many now underway .
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Accordingly, we now have started a program to strengthen research and
training in the general area of scientific and applied hydrology . Our first
step is a project titled "Hydrology of Water Yield Prediction" which
brings together the competencies of the Departments of Civil Engineering ,
Forest Management, Soils, and Geology . From this, and future project s
to be carried out under this program, will come a much improved and
coordinated training program in hydrology .

We also are concerned with our apparent inability to evaluate th e
effectiveness of water management institutions - water law, water us e
customs, water management agencies, administrative regulations, etc .
Our program to overcome this difficulty has been started with a projec t
titled "Survey of Oregon Water Law" being conducted by the School o f
Law, University of Oregon . The overall program is being guided by ou r
Department of Agricultural Economics .

In summary, there are many groups engaged in water researc h
that will not receive attention in this series . But we do include the
major federal research activities, with the exceptions noted earlier .
And we will show to some extent how the state and the University fit int o
the picture . I believe that we will have an interesting and thought provok-
ing seminar series .
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Presented October 6, 1965 by EUGENE D . EATON, Associate Directo r
Office of Water Resources Research, Department of the Interior ,
Washington, D . C .

74 edofte4aeve
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I n 1961 Congress examined the national water resources situation and
ascertained very quickly that virtually all readily usable supplies o f

water are already in use but requirements for water must be expected t o
at least double in the next 20 years . The Congressional committe e
found a serious water problem in every section of the country, and th e
certain expectation that in every section of the country water problem s
will increase and intensify . National expenditures for water facilities ,
then about 10 billion dollars per year (now about 14 billion) have to in -
crease substantially - the identified investment needs for wate r
facilities exceed 200 billion dollars by 1980 . In summary, water supply
deficiencies of quantity and quality threaten the population and economi c
growth and well-being of the nation .

In presenting these findings, the Select Committee on National
Water Resources recommended substantial strengthening and enlarge-
ment of research as one of the most promising means of dealin g
effectively with water resources problems . Specifically, it recommended
that, in addition to strengthening the research work of Federal agencies ,
means should be provided for enlisting the competence of the non -
Federal research community, both academic and non-academic . Not
only would this substantially increase the limited number of scientist s
and engineers engaged in the work, but it would also make possibl e
needed types of research for which Federal agency activities generall y
are not well suited . Especially in point in this regard are multi -
disciplinary research projects directed toward urgent problems whos e
solution involves interaction of geology, hydrology, civil engineering ,
aquatic biology, economics, and law, to mention only some .

Responsive to this recommendation, Congress passed and, on
July 17, 1964 President Johnson approved the Water Resources Researc h
Act of 1964 (78 Stat . 329).
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Before discussing the program authorized by that legislation, a
helpful perspective can be provided by a brief generalized review of th e
total Federal effort in water resources research . In order to perform
effectively their assigned missions, over 20 Federal agencies engage t o
varying extent in research on many different water problems . For
example, there is research on waste treatment methods by the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare ; research in design, construction ,
and operation of water control and regulatory structures conducted b y
the Agricultural Research Service ; and the hydrology of surface an d
underground waters carried on by the Geological Survey .

There is a long history of concern with water resources research
in both the legislative and executive branches of the Federal government .
The 9th Congress requested the Gallatin Report of 1806, and in 183 0
Congress authorized a contract with the Franklin Institute of Philadelphi a
for research on steamboat navigation on the Mississippi River . As
early as 1836 there was Congressional interest in weather modificatio n
research as a means of increasing the flow of the Ohio River .
Executive agencies concurrently were developing their scientific capa-
bility. The 1861 Humphreys and Abbot report on the physics an d
hydraulics of the Mississippi River was a part of the Corps of Topo-
graphical Engineers assigned mission for navigation improvement, and
it was a significant XIXth Century contribution to the fundamentals o f
water science . During the 1880's the Geological Survey began its wate r
resources investigations ; about the turn of the century the Departmen t
of Agriculture started irrigation research .

Scientific investigation for understanding problems and fo r
developing improved solutions is a continually enlarging activity . At
present, the level of Federal support for water resources research is i n
the order of $100 million per year . While that is a substantial sum, i t
is not quite one percent of annual expenditures for water facilities - a
level of research support far below that of successful industries . The
Federal Council for Science and Technology is now working on a n
assignment from President Johnson to develop a long-range plan fo r
water resources research, and this will have to contemplate an expanded
program to deal with rapidly increasing water resources problems .

Against this rapidly sketched perspective, it is clear that th e
newly authorized cooperative water resources research program is jus t
one segment of a large and diverse effort, yet it may have uniqu e
features that have special interest and promise . As an approach to
understanding what may be the relationships of the new program to the
total effort, let us first consider its structure and mechanics, th e
activities and accomplishments of the initial year's operation, and then
some of the problems and potential strengths that already are becomin g
evident .
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The purpose of the program is stated in the preamble of the
authorizing legislation ; the Water Resources Research Act of 1964
(78 Stat . 329) :

"In order to assist in assuring the Nation at all time s
of a supply of water sufficient in quantity and quality
to meet the requirements of its expanding population ,
it is the purpose of the Congress, by this Act, t o
stimulate, sponsor, provide for, and supplemen t
present programs for the conduct of research, in-
vestigations, experiments, and the training of scien-
tists in the fields of water and of resources whic h
affect water . "

The Act authorizes three forms of grants-in-aid for the suppor t
principally of non-Federal research, and the Act specifies in consider -
able detail the conditions and requirements to guide the Secretary of th e

.Interior in administering the program .

The first form of grant-in-aid is an annual allotment toward the
support of a Water Resources Research Center in each of the 50 state s
and Puerto Rico . In addition to being a channel through which arrange-
ments can be made for the support and performance of research, thes e
state centers can serve as focal points for coordination, exchange o f
scientific information, formulation of research programs, the generation
of new research concepts, and like services to scientists, engineers ,
and others concerned with water resources conservation and development .
Before the end of the first year after enactment of the authorization, all

. 51 research centers had formulated an approved program of research ,
and each of them received an initial annual allotment .

Two additional forms of grant-in-aid support specific researc h
projects . One of these, on a 50-50 matching basis, is for researc h
project proposals submitted through the state research center and
evaluated competitively on the basis of scientific merit and relevance t o
significant water resources problems . A third form of grant-in-aid
authorized in Title II of the Act, would be available to virtually anyon e
who has research competence in the field of water resources - universities ,
research institutes, private firms or individuals, or local and stat e
governmental agencies . Due to objection by the President on Constitu-
tional grounds to the requirement of the statute that each Title II projec t
be cleared through committees of the Congress, this third form o f
grant-in-aid is not being implemented now . A legislative measure ,
S . 22 (and other bills) to remove the cause of the President's objection i s
pending in the Congress .



Among the significant accomplishments of the first year of th e
new program is that the 51 state Water Resources Research Institute s
are truly multidisciplinary centers . In each state, the center is a
campus-wide activity with participation by all of the colleges - engineering ,
agriculture, arts and letters, and law. Consistently with this multi -
disciplinary organization, the 400-odd new research projects represen t
a very wide spectrum of the natural, life, and social sciences, law, an d
engineering. There are, for example, more than 50 ground wate r
research projects and over 100 water-quality projects, and these involv e
hydrology, chemistry, geology, economics, as well as other science s
and law. The wide professional involvement, coordinated through th e
water research centers, is evidence of the readiness of the entir e
academic community to engage in the program .

Included in the provisions of the authorizing legislation are stron g
Congressional directives to improve coordination of research and the
avoidance of unproductive duplication . That objective is amply justified
not only for economizing in the financial costs of the work, but also fo r
utilizing effectively the extremely limited professional manpowe r
qualified by training and experience to carry on the needed research . A
primary means of achieving coordination is through the ready availabilit y
to all research workers of information about other related research, an d
especially research in progress that has not yet reached the publicatio n
stage . The Office of Water Resources Research maintains a network o f
communication among academic and governmental research workers t o
facilitate and expedite exchange of information about on-going work. In
addition, OWRR, in collaboration with the Science Information Exchang e
of the Smithsonian Institution, publishes a catalog of current wate r
resources research, the first volume of which abstracts some 2, 00 0
projects . This water science information service has already demon-
strated its value, and consideration is being given to enlarging its scope
and extending its availability .

The first year's operation of the program is highly encouraging in
the vigor of its progress, the extent of participation by scientists and
engineers, and by the breadth of support from the research community ,
public officials, and citizen organizations . It is evident, however, that
this cooperative research effort, still in a formative stage, needs to b e
strengthened and improved in several cardinal aspects .

Water resources research, beginning in this country about 100
years ago, has been remarkable for growth not only in magnitude but als o
in the variety of sciences brought to bear on increasingly comple x
problems . Engineers, from the start of national concern with wate r
resources, have continuously faced new technical problems in the desig n
of works for water control, storage, and conveyance ; dikes, dams, an d
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channels are problems in the interaction of stress, friction, shear, and
the like . Almost from the start, research in physical sciences has been
applied to water problems ; hydraulics, fluid mechanics, and hydrology ,
along with geology have been associated with water resource engineering .
By the latter part of the XIXth Century, health aspects of drinking wate r
supplies engaged the life sciences in water problems ; and about the
same time, agricultural research brought a wide spectrum of the physica l
and life sciences to bear on water-soil-plant relationships . More
recently, problems encountered in river basin planning began to mak e
evident that the social sciences also are an essential component of wate r
resources research .

The Water Resources Research Act of 1964 explicitly recognize s
that virtually all of the learned professions are needed for solution o f
present-day water problems . The scope of water resources researc h
authorized by the Act actually is defined in the Act as : "Such research,
investigations, experiments, and training may include, without bein g
limited to, aspects of the hydrologic cycle ; supply and demand for water ;
conservation and best use of available supplies of water ; methods of in -
creasing such supplies ; and economic, legal, social, engineering ,
recreational, biological, geographic, ecological, and other aspects o f
water problems, having due regard to the varying conditions and needs o f
the respective States . . . "

However, recognition of the relevance of all these branches o f
knowledge cannot yet be equated with their effective participation in th e
research program . Understandably, there is a parallelism between the
historical length of concern with water resources and the vigor an d
visibility of research in the several disciplines . It is not surprising, it
seems to me, that the national effort in water research shows les s
strength in economic, legal, public administration, and the like social
science aspects of water problems than in those aspects that have bee n
under study for a longer time . The strong scientific inputs to wate r
research by hydrologists, geologists, soil scientists, micro-biologists ,
and chemists are all to the good because there continue to be urgent
problems whose solution requires more knowledge in those fields .

At the same time, meaningful understanding of the kinds of wate r
problems that now urgently concern the Nation requires substantial
augmentation of work in social sciences . We need to know a great dea l
more about the operation of economic incentives, social and legal con-
straints, and public administration mechanisms in order to give effect t o
the physical solutions worked out by scientists and engineers . Thes e
problems are extremely complex and difficult . Up to the present, the y
have not sufficiently engaged research workers trained in the cognizan t
disciplines . Bringing about that enlarged participation of the socia l
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sciences in finding solutions to water resources problems is a majo r
challenge to the academic research community .

A second and equally important needed improvement has to d o
with inter-relationships among the sciences . As administrators know
from experience, water conservation and development programs requir e
mixtures of engineering, aquatic biology, law, geology, economics, and
often contributions from several other sciences also . Protection of
water quality, for example, while it is in part a problem of chemistry ,
it is not susceptible of solution in terms of chemistry alone ; in addition
to involving other physical and life sciences - geology, hydrology ,
microbiology - it involves also economics, public administration, an d
law. Many other problems have comparably broad involvement ; protec-
tion of estuarine fisheries, mitigation of flood hazards, and enhancement
of water-based recreation opportunities are examples .

Furthermore, in carrying out operating programs, we are wel l
aware that these individual components must be mixed together ; they
have to inter-act, condition, and qualify each other, and the resultan t
mix is significantly different from the mere sum of the individua l
technical inputs . Although accepted practice in water resource operating
programs, such interdisciplinary mixture seems to be far less prevalen t
in water resources research .

This is not a new problem, nor one peculiar to water resources .
Many difficulties and obstacles beset interdisciplinary research . Often
lack of a common language is a major obstacle - geologists and sociol-
ogists may not understand each other's technical terminology ;
incomprehensibility well may be compounded when engineers, biologists ,
and economists are added to a group . Differences in technical languag e
often may actually be differences in concept of the problem . Each
of the professions, viewing a situation through the prism of his ow n
discipline, may be seeing a different facet of the problem, thus increas-
ing the difficulties of collaboration . But this diversity of concepts is the
very reason that interdisciplinary research can be so productive . First ,
it produces a far more nearly complete understanding of the problem, on e
that identifies the many factors of complex situations, and their inter -
relations ; thus minimizing the hazards of solutions that are incomplet e
or directed to modifying the wrong factor . Another value of interdiscip-
linary research is that frequently the amalgam of multiple technologie s
is an extremely powerful tool . For example, law, geology, hydrology,
and economics jointly focusing on ground water management problems ca n
be a very powerful amalgam indeed . There are many other examples ,
especially in those extremely troubling fields of water quality manage-
ment and urban water supplies .
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The obstacles to interdisciplinary work are not insurmountable ;
there have been spectacular successes in human health research, the
space sciences, and in agricultural research . Such intellectual cross -
fertilization ' can'be highly productive, and stimulating to the participants .
The promise is so great that, for all of the difficulties it presents, '
development of interdisciplinary research could well be a principal
emphasis of water resources research in the years ahead.

One more topic needs mention . The Water Resources Researc h
Act seeks to engage scientific research in solution of public problem s
"supply and demand for water ; conservation and best use of available
supplies ; methods of increasing supplies ; . . . " to quote from the Act . But
there is not a ready congruence of scientific interests with public pro -
grams . Scientific research, especially academic research, does no t
lend itself readily to problem orientation . This is 'because university

'research tends to seek enlargement of knowledge within the framewor k
of academic structure, By and large, it is research that seeks t o
strengthen the science of biology, or chemistry, or economics .' On th e
other hand, the water research program seeks new and improved method s
for dealing with urgent public problems of water quality, water 'supplies ,
water-based recreation, flood damages, and the like .

Scientists rightly point out that few but the mpst superficial an d
transitory solutions for public problems are likely to be developed with -
out understanding in depth of the phenomena and processes, and that
such essential understanding derives from objective research that i s
science-oriented rather than solution-oriented . To be truly productive,
they say, research often must examine fundamental principles rathe r
than immediate applications . There can be no quarrel with that
insistence in the 1960's ; we have experienced the emergence from re-
condite theoretical research of spectacularly successful applications i n
antibiotics, plant breeding, laser communication, and nuclear energy t o
name a few of the technological miracles that characterize our presen t
culture . The Water Resources Research Act recognizes this and i t
explicitly authorizes research "of either a basic or practical nature . "

It is no denial of the importance of basic research that the Ac t
conditions grants on "the need for the knowledge which the (research )

. project is expected to produce when completed . " The requirement o f
relevance to significant water problems does not abridge the objectivit y
of the scientists, nor does it limit the depth to which he pursue s
fundamental questions . The Act does require research administrator s
to be aware of public problems . By close association with the researc h
scientists and their work, research administrators should be best abl e
to interpret the potential significance of research to technical aspects o f
public problems . In the field of water resources, as in many other field s
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of public concern, not only the administrators but also a preponderanc e
of the research scientists themselves demonstrate great readiness an d
interest in doing this . There is, more often than not, even among basi c
scientists, eagerness to relate the potentialities of their work to th e
solution of applied problems . By and large, what is needed is a stimulu s
to the research scientist to state his understanding of that relationship t o
public problems, and this often comes through suitably phrased question s
about such relevance . Such dialogues can be exciting and creative
experiences for both the research scientist and the administrator . They
are essential to continuance of public support .

Three aspects of the water resources research program hav e
been briefly discussed in terms of the need for improvement : greater
involvement of the social sciences, strengthened interdisciplinary
research, and relating research to public problems . Prospects fo r
improvement in these aspects of the program, it seems to me, ar e
bright . Possibly a major factor in this is that the water resources re -
search centers, in one form or another, are equipped with campus-wid e
faculty boards that are a strong interdisciplinary influence . Similarly ,
the research centers maintain a sensitive awareness of the relation o f
research to the solution of public problems through advisory boards
composed of State and local officials, representatives of citizen organ-
izations, and other citizen interests . The character of the emerging
water resources research program indicates that research scientists are
responsive to both interdisciplinary and problem-oriented needs .

In summary, the first year's operation of the Water Resource s
Research Act program lends confidence that it will progress accordin g
to the expectations of the scientists and the legislators that endorsed it s
authorization .
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Presented October 20, 1965, by DEAN C . MUCKEL, Chief, Northwes t
Branch, Soil and Water Conservation Research Division, Agricultural
Research Service, U .S . Department of Agriculture, Boise, Idaho

Water R.e4eeptc4 Pt",ttlept .
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Before discussing the program of the Agricultural Research Service, i t
is, I believe, appropriate to describe briefly our organization and how

it functions to carry out a national program of Water Resources Research .

The Agricultural Research Service is a relatively new agency .
It was established under U .S . Department of Agriculture Sec-retary' s
Memorandum 1320, Supplement 4, dated November 2, 1953, to' consoli-
date most of the physical, biological, chemical, and engineering researc h
of the Department of Agriculture within a single organization . It s
functions had been performed in various agencies and bureaus .fo r
decades .

The 'Agricultural Research Service is divided into five main
areas of work:

1. Nutrition, Consumer, and Industrial-Use Research .
2. Marketing Research .
3. Foreign Research. '
4. Regulatory and Control Research .
5. Farm Research .

In keeping with the assigned subject ''Progr,am of the Agricultura l
Research Service in Water Resources Research, " we will discuss onl y
the work of the Soil and Water Conservation Research Division . This is
one of six Divisions falling under FARM RESEARCH .

The Division headquarters are located at the Agricultura l
Research Center near the town of Beltsville in Maryland, 15 mile s
northeast of the Nation's Capital . The Center has been the core o f
revolution and progress in agriculture since it began in 1910 when th e
Department of Agriculture bought 475 acres for an experimental farm .
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Beltsville, as we know it, is the focus of a research syste m
that reaches into all the States and territories . It is the home office of
nearly 5, 000 scientists who carry on a research program that cost s
about 125 million dollars per year . About one-fourth of the scientist s
are stationed at Beltsville and work primarily on broad national re -
search problems . The others work at 315 field stations, among whic h
are facilities used cooperatively by the Department, land-grant college s
and universitits . The Center cooperates in agricultural research in the
Federal field stations and with the State Agricultural Experimen t
Stations which generally deal with State and Local farm problems .

The Center is unique in its concentration and diversity of skills .
Specialists in the life sciences and physical sciences work at Beltsville .
An agronomist who studies weeds in field crops need take only a shor t
walk to get the views of chemists, botanists, hydrologists, and soil
scientists that bear on his problems.

Beltsville is unique also as a center for basic research whic h
seeks new knowledge to advance science rather than the solution of a
specific problem . Basic--or fundamental--research always has been a
vital part of all research in the Department, but it attained new statur e
in 1957 with the establishment of pioneering laboratories in which smal l
groups of outstanding scientists probe beyond the borders of knowledg e
into the unknowns of how and why . They look deep into life processes- -
the changes in living cells, the physiology and nutrition of plants, th e
physiology of insects, virology, light and growth . They need not limit
their investigations to specifics . They have no routine administrative
duties . They are free to think, observe, experiment, and analyze .
They are not called on each year to justify the "practicability" of thei r
studies .

Beltsville is big . Its farm now has 10, 500 acres of experimental
pastures, fields, gardens, orchards, and woods . Its 1,160 building s
provide office and laboratory space, housing for livestock and poultry ,
shops for making farm machinery, heating plants, library, and auditor-
iums . The 35 greenhouses place 5 acres under glass . The building s
are grouped according to the kind of work done in them. The Soil and
Water Conservation Research Division is located at the Plant Industry
Station where the work on field crops, ornamentals, soil and wate r
conservation, entomology, and weed control is brought together. More
than 3, 000 visitors from more than 90 countries visit the Center eac h
year . Included are scientists, students, farmers, housewives, gardeners ,
seedsmen and others .

As the agency name indicates, the authority and responsibilitie s
of the Soil and Water Conservation Research Division are confined t o
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agriculture at the farm level . Our research may not appear to b e
spectacular as we are not concerned with large' dams, canals, or other
major structures, but a few figures will illustrate the importance o f
agricultural research in the water resources problem . Agriculture i s
the greatest user of water in the United States with about 45 percent o f
all water used being diverted for irrigation. Over one-fourth of the
water diverted for irrigation is lost between the points of diversion and
use. About 60 percent of the irrigation water applied is consumed by
evaporation and transpiration . This percentage is more than 25 time s
the percent consumed by self-supplied industry and about 4 times th e
percent consumed by public supplies . According to Committee Report
No. 6 "Study and Investigations of Use of Materials and New Designs an d
Methods in Public Works, " prepared for the Committee on Public Works ,
U.S. Senate, by the Agricultural Research Service, great savings of
water can be obtained by reduction of water losses . "A conservative
estimate of net losses that can be reduced would appear to be about 5 0
million acre-feet annually . A 20 percent reduction of these losse s
would increase usable agricultural water supplies by 10 million acre -
feet, nearly equal to the average annual flow of the Colorado River .
Substantial increases can also be realized by other means, such as in-
creasing runoff from watersheds and reducing evaporation from irrigate d
fields and from dryland farmed areas after rains . Increases of water
supplies for agricultural purposes can come about by reduction of evapo -
ration from water and soil surfaces, reduction of conveyance losses ,
reduction of evapotranspiration by reducing growth of nonbeneficia l
plants, particularly phreatophytes . Further increases can be obtained
by more efficient use of water on farmlands . "

The research program of the Soil and Water Conservatio n
Research Division is designed to provide information whereby the water
losses can be reduced and our water use be made more efficient . To
accomplish these objectives and administer such a research program
requires a well-planned and coordinated organization . Figure 1 is an
organization chart showing the Division structure at the Beltsville level .
You will note three areas of research : (1) Watershed Engineering, (2 )
Water Management, and (3) Soil Management, each with its own specialis t
and Assistant Director reporting directly to the Director's office . We
will discuss these areas of research more in detail later .

The Division operates through seven Branches as shown in Figur e
2 . The Branch boundaries are along State lines but the areas included
have, in general, soil and water problems peculiar to that particular area .
It is, of course, readily recognized that many soil and water problem s
are nationwide and that results obtained at one location are applicabl e
throughout the nation, or the world for that matter .
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Each Branch is organized along the lines shown in Figure 3 . You
will note that the same pattern of organization exists in the Branches a s
in the Division office . Specialists, called Investigations Leaders, ar e
assigned in each area of research; that is, Watershed Engineering, Water
Management, and Soil Management . In the Northwest Branch we have a n
additional Investigations Leader in erosion because of the seriou s
erosion problems of this area . Also on this figure is shown a block fo r
National Laboratories . These are six laboratories having nationwide
responsibilities and include: The U . S. Salinity Laboratory . at Riverside ,
California; the Water Conservation Laboratory at Tempe, Arizona ; the
Hydrograph Laboratory and Soils Laboratory, both at Beltsville ,
Maryland; the Sedimentation Laboratory at Oxford, Mississippi ; and the
Plant, Soil and Nutrition Laboratory at Ithaca, New York .

The Division Director, Dr . Cecil H. Wadleigh, fully recognize s
the water problems of the West and has assigned the Branch Chief' s
position in both the Southwest and Northwest Branches to engineers wit h
irrigation and drainage experience .

So much for our organization . Now, what is our research
program ?

The Division is responsible for soil and water research in 1 3
broad areas, but we mention here only those having to do with water .

1 . SEDIMENTATION PROCESSES IN RELATION TO WATERSHE D
DEVELOPMENT AND PROTECTION .

Under this title research involves :
a. Sediment sources and yields from agricultural watersheds.
b. Rates and processes of reservoir silting .
c. Mechanics of sediment entrainment, transportation, and deposition .
d. Streambank erosion processes .
e. Measures for stream channel stabilization .

2 . HYDROLOGY AND WATER RESOURCES RELATED TO AGRICULTURAL
WATERSHEDS.

Research here involves :
a. Precipitation patterns .
b. Soil moisture accretion and depletion.
c. Ground water accretion, movement, and basin recharge .
d. Aquifer-stre :amflow relationships .
e. Water yield and water supply and quality .
f. Flood flows and storm runoff .
g. Crite sia for watershed protection .
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3. HYDRAULICS OF IRRIGATION, DRAINAGE AND WATERSHED PRO-
TECTION, AND WATER SUPPLY STRUCTURES, CHANNELS AND
FACILITIES.

Research involves :
a. Basic studies of hydraulic phenomena.
b. Criteria for design of water control structures .
c. Hydraulics of waterways and vegetated channels .
d. Flow measurement and water metering devices .

4. CONSERVATION OF WATER SUPPLIES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE.

Research involves :
a. Control of seepage from water conveyance channels .
b. Sealing farm ponds .
c. Evaporation from water, soil and plant surfaces .
d. Ground water recharge.
e. Harvesting of rainfall in arid areas .
f. Shallow ground water development .
g. Water measuring devices .
h. Nonbeneficial phreatophyte replacement.

5 . IRRIGATION PRINCIPLES, REQUIREMENTS, PRACTICES, AND
FACILITIES FOR EFFICIENT USE OF WATER ON THE FARM .

Research is underway on :
a. Seasonal and short-period water use prediction methods .
b. Water intake, transmission and storage for different soils .
c. Crop response to water and nutrient applications .
d. Hydraulics of surface irrigation .
e. Optimum row grades and lengths for different soils .
f. Indicators of when to start water application .
g. Sprinkler distribution patterns and test procedures .
h. Automatic application structures and systems .
i. Subirrigation .
j. Optimum system desig n
k. Optimum use of limited supplies .

6. DRAINAGE PRINCIPLES, REQUIREMENTS, PRACTICES, AND
FACILITIES FOR PROTECTION OF CROPS AND SOILS .

Research involves :
a. Surface drainage by landforming and ditching .
b. New subsurface drainage materials including plastic mole drai n

liners and filter materials .
c. Subsurface drainage installation techniques and equipment
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d. Interceptor drains, both surface and subsurface .
e. 'Drainage requirements of crops .
f. Hydraulics of drain systems

	

_
g. Chemical and biological clogging of tile .
h. Drainage of irrigated land including salinity control .

7 . SALINE, SODIC, AND RELATED SOILS PROBLEMS, AND QUALIT Y
OF IRRIGATION WATERS AND THEIR RELATION TO PLANT
GROWTH PROCESSES.

Research is centered but not confined to the National Salinit y
Laboratory at Riverside, California. Research involving water •
includes :
a. Water entry, movement within the soil, and loss to the atmosphere .
b. Tolerance of plants to saline and sodic soil and water .
c. Procedures for evaluating usability of affected waters .
d. Brackish water use in the humid area .
e. Salt removal by leaching.

8 . MOISTURE CONSERVATION FOR THE EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIV E
USE OF WATER RESOURCES ON CROP AND RANGE LAND.

Research involves :
a. Movement of water into the soil .
b. Loss of water by evaporation .
c. Climatic factors that influence loss of water from soil .
d. Use of chemicals and topographic alterations on soil water loss .
e. Development of management practices for efficient water use .

9 . There are other areas of research in the Division confined to win d
and water erosion, soil management, nutrient requirements of plants ,
but as they are not directly related to water resources they are onl y
mentioned here .

The foregoing covers in a general way the national program o f
the Agricultural Research Service in water resources research. Befor e
closing, I would like to tell you something about what is going on in the
Northwest Branch which includes Idaho, Washington, Alaska, and your
own State of Oregon . We have 36 professional employees engaged in
research. Of these, 16 have Ph .D . degrees, 15 M. S. degrees and 5
B. S. degrees . The fields of science include soil science, engineering ,
chemistry, geology and botany .

The greatest concentration of scientists is at the Snake River
Conservation Research Center near Twin Falls, Idaho, where we hav e
18 professionals . This facility was completed only a couple of years ago
but already research is underway on :



1. Physical, chemical, and biological properties of soils as they relat e
to infiltration, moisture movement, evaporation, erosion, water -
use efficiency and crop production .

2. Determination of the association between climatic factors, moistur e
supply, efficiency of storage, use of precipitation, evaporation, an d
crop growth .

3. Tillage and cultural practices as they relate to conservation farmin g
systems .

4. Chemical reactions of fertilizers, soil amendments, pesticides wit h
soils, and the development of chemical and biological methods fo r
predicting availability and toxicity .

5. Interactions between essential nutrients and pesticides as they relat e
to crop growth .

6. Salinity and alkali status of soils as related to use of chemicals an d
the growth and nutrition of plants .

7. Irrigation water requirements, application and management method s
for efficient use of water ; structures and systems for automation o f
water application ; irrigation water control and measuring devices an d
methods .

8. Surface and subsurface drainage systems to meet crop aeration re-
quirements and for salinity control .

9. Runoff water management and water harvest systems for moistur e
conservation, livestock and farm water supplies .

10. Wind and water erosion control systems and management method s
for irrigated and dryland conditions .

Mr . A. R . Robinson, a Hydraulic Engineer, is the Director of the
Center .

Also in Idaho, about 50 miles southwest of Boise, we have unde r
study one of the largest watersheds in the Division . This 93-square-
mile Reynolds Creek experimental watershed is aimed toward th e
solution of water yield, flood flow, and sedimentation problems of th e
plateau and foothills grazing areas of the Northwest . This watershed
was selected in 1960 specifically to permit experimental isolation of the
several factors affecting the well-known water balance equation . Basic
networks for measurements and compilation of inventories of soils ,
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vegetation, surface geology, and topography have been substantiall y
completed .

A third location in Idaho is at Moscow where watershe d
engineering research is being conducted on cultivated lands .

In Washington there are two major locations where research i s
being carried on . At Pullman we have a new erosion laboratory--the
only one of its kind . Here basic principles and mechanics of runoff ,
soil movement and loss are studied . Research is also conducted o n
tillage practices, . crop residue, and other management factors related
to control of water and soil loss .

At Prosser, Washington, in addition to research on soil chemistr y
and fertilization, there is research on retention of moisture by stratified
soils and on unsaturated flow of moisture in soils influenced by plan t
growth.

In Oregon, Dr . R. E. Ramig is stationed at the Pendleton Branch
Experiment Station of Oregon State University . His research involve s
cooperative studies on problems related to soil management and conser-
vation farming in the dryland wheat-producing area of Oregon an d
Washington .

Here on the Oregon State University campus, Dr . J. Lowell
Young, assisted by Mr . Yamamoto, conducts research on reactions o f
ammonia with soils and silicate minerals and on organic nitrogen con-
stituents of soil organic materials .

Although the Agricultural Research Service's research work in
Oregon does not presently deal with water resources, I cannot miss thi s
opportunity to tell this group of the cooperation we receive from th e
Agricultural Experiment Station . Without this cooperation which provides ,
through the Department of Soils, office, laboratory, greenhouse space ,
and field sites, the research work of the Division in Oregon would be
considerably curtailed .

In closing, I would like to invite all of you to visit any of our
research stations . If you are interested in research and water conser-
vation, I am sure the visits will be worthwhile .



Presented October 27, 1965, by ARCHIE M . KAHAN, Acting Chief ,
Office of Atmospheric Water Resources, Office of Chief Engineer ,
'Bureau of Reclamation, Department of Interior, Denver, Colorad o
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T he Bureau of Reclamation appreciates the opportunity that has bee n
given it to describe its comprehensive program of water resources '

research before a group of people with a demonstrated interest in wate r
resources . The Bureau's role in water resource engineering and manage-
ment has been an expanding one . Beginning in 1902 with the assigned
responsibility for reclamation and irrigation of arid and semiarid land in
17 Western States, the Bureau's involvement with water resources ha s
grown to include development of electric power, domestic and industria l
water supply, flood control, pollution abatement, and recreation . The
Bureau's water resources research stems from a need for answers t o
many questions which arise as the Bureau seeks to optimize its manage-
ment of the water resources placed in its care . The entire hydrologic '
cycle must be understood and dealt with if this management is to b e
efficient.

SCOPE OF THE BUREAU OF RECLAMATION'S WATER RESOURCE S
RESEARCH PROGRAM

At this point it is probably worthwhile to explain just wha t
activities are included under the general heading of water resource s
research. Perhaps the best definition of this can be found in the Water.
Resources Research Catalog, published by the Office of Water Researc h '
of the Department of the Interior . That publication considers that there -
are nine categories of water resources research . These are :

1. Nature of Wate r
2. Water Cycl e
3. Water and Land Management
4. Development and Contro l
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5. Qualitative Aspect s
6. Reuse and Separatio n
7. Economic and Institutional Aspect s
8. Engineering Work s
9. Manpower and Research Facilitie s

No federal :agency reported activity in Category 9 during th e
period covered by the current research catalog . Of the remaining 8 .
categories, the Bureau had research efforts'underway in all but the
first. We are .leaving for others the investigation of the nature of wate r
while we concentrate on learning how better to manage it .

The time allotted for this Seminar permits description of but a
few highlights of the Bureau's program since in some of the categorie s
listed above there are many individual projects .

DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH PROJECT S

An important Bureau of Reclamation research effort under th e
Water Cycle category is that of evaporation reduction investigation . It
has been estimated that the average annual evaporation from large lake s
and reservoirs in the 17 western states served by the Bureau exceed s
14 million acre-feet . Since the domestic water needs for four person s
for a year can be supplied by 1 acre-foot, the amount of water annuall y
lost to evaporation could support a sizable increase in population . The
importance of doing something to reduce these tremendous losses i s
apparent . Nine separate but related research projects have been under -
taken by the ,Bureau in an attempt to learn how to reduce evaporatio n
economically .' These investigations have covered the physics, the
chemistry, and methods of application of the monolayer-forming materia l
best suited for evaporation reduction purposes . Actual field trials have
been carried out on a number of reservoirs . Included in these have bee n
field tests at Lake Hefner, Oklahoma, where the availability of an accurat e
water budget makes precise evaluation of the evaporation savings possible .

A related research effort, that of studying evapo-transpiratio n
losses finds the Bureau engaged in work designed to understand phreato-
phytes, the water-consuming plants, which are responsible for th e
dissipation of large quantities of water annually . Using evapo-transpiratio n
tanks in which different species of phreatophytes are grown, the evapo-
transpiration losses can be measured under controlled condition s
throughout the year .

Examples of programs in the category of Water and Land Manage-
ment are projects entitled (1) Aquatic Research in Large Canals ; and (2) .
Reclamation of Saline-sodic soils by leaching with salty water . The
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former, a joint effort with the Agricultural Research Service, is
' attempting to reduce the $4, 000, 000 annual loss that results from the

presence of aquatic weeds in large canals . It is estimated that 6 5
percent of the canals used in conveying irrigation water in the 1 7

. Western States are infested with these weeds . Not only do the weeds
cause a reduction in carrying capacity of canals but they also consume
water which could be used for growing useful crops . The ecological
factors pertaining to the weeds as well as the chemicals which can b e
safely used to irradicate them are being studied . It would do littl e
good to use a chemical to kill weeds only to have crops suffer the same
fate.

The second category, Development and Control, includes many
electric power research projects . At first glance, it may seem to b e
stretching a point to consider that research and development of electrica l
equipment belongs in a discussion of Water Resources Research . How-
ever, when one considers the importance of hydroelectric power in th e
water resource management picture, it is easy to see that any develop-
ment which improves the efficiency of hydroelectric plants ends up as a
water conservation factor .

In the past the same category included the program with which I am
most familiar, that of atmospheric water resources research . Unde r
this program we are investigating the feasibility of increasing the inflo w
to Bureau of Reclamation reservoirs by the application of weathe r
modification techniques . The end goal of this research is an operatin g
system which would permit the recognition of suitable cloud seeding
opportunities, effective treatment of the storms, and evaluation of what
has been accomplished . Working with universities, private researc h
organizations, and other Government agencies, we are aggressively
pursuing a program of engineering research which has attracted nation -
wide attention.

The program requirements that we can identify at the present tim e
include a need for :

(a) Better observational facilities ,
(b) Improved knowledge of the climatology of storms, cloud s

and precipitation ,
(c) Better cloud seeding equipment ,
(d) Operational know-how, an d
(e) Better evaluation procedures .

In general our work follows this sequence :

(a) Study of meteorological and hydrological conditions of possibl e
sites including storm and cloud census .

(b) Design of experiments and evaluation procedures .



(c) Installation of observing networks and development of ne w
instruments where necessary .

(d) Measurement of pertinent meteorological and hydrologica l
parameters, both with and without coincident operation of
seeding equipment .

(e) Determination of the effects of cloud seeding on precipitatio n
and evaluation of the amount of subsequent runoff which ca n
be attributed to an induced increase in precipitation .

A project to study the quality of effluent from drains in aquifer s
containing saline water is an example of work in the category Qualitativ e
Aspects . Here the Bureau is attempting to evaluate the applicability o f
models to studies involving changes in quality of drainage effluent unde r
various drainage conditions .

In the category Reuse and Separation are included the Bureau of
Reclamation's research projects pertaining to the demineralization o f
brackish and saline waters . In the laboratories of the Bureau, and a t
field sites, pilot units of the electrodialysis type are undergoing tests .
Various membranes and seal designs are being evaluated . Also, being
carried out are planning studies of nuclear-fired sea water desaltin g
plants for which the outlook is quite promising .

The economic analysis of resource areas as they pertain to th e
evaluation of irrigation repayment possibilities are carried out under th e
category Economical and Institutional .

The final category, that of Engineering Works, is a major researc h
area for the Bureau . During the past year 146 separate projects wer e
active . Their titles practically cover the alphabet, ranging fro m
"Adhesives" to "Water Measurement. " There were no example s
beginning with X, Y, or Z . Typical of the projects in this category ar e
research efforts to study the suitability of concrete for use in desaltin g
plants, hydraulic research on various gate and spillway designs, studie s
of protective coatings, research in soils engineering, and structura l
investigations such as those required for the design and construction o f
large dams . People who have inspected the Bureau's Denver Laboratorie s
have expressed their amazement at the variety and scope of the many
projects underway .

CONCLUSION

This rapid review of the Bureau of Reclamation's water resource s
research program, skimming as it does over the surface of many studies ,
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each of which could profitably occupy the total time available, may stil l
serve a useful purpose . I hope it has impressed you with the fact tha t
from high in the air to deep in the ground, the Bureau of Reclamation i s
concerned with how to do the best possible job of water resource manage-
ment, and as rapidly as the sources of manpower and funding permit ,
we are seeking to provide the necessary answers to important questions .
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Presented November 3, 1965, by ROBERT M . ALEXANDER, Assistant
Director, Agricultural Experiment Station, Oregon State University ,
Corvallis, Oregon
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he report made to the Water Resources Seminar was a slid e
presentation on the research program o f. the Oregon State University

Agricultural Experiment Station in the field of water . The slide s
showed problems on which research was under way, scientists working
on these problems, and the results and application of .the research .
This report will briefly summarize the information presented, but, o f
course, without the slides . '

It was indicated that the research program in the Agricultura l
Experiment Station in the area of water can be broken down into fiv e
broad areas . These are (1) hydrology, (2) water use, (3) water quality ,
(4) basic water biology, and (5) social aspects . The remainder of the
report will be devoted to a brief review of current research as covere d
in the slide presentation in each of these five areas .

HYDROLOG Y

Snow Survey . Research is being conducted cooperatively wit h
the Soil Conservation Service . Its objectives are to improve methods
of measuring snow, from both the standpoint of amount and wate r
content . New methods involving the use of pressure devices, elec-
tronic transmission of data from snow fields, and adapting the . data to
make it more valuable to the Many user's are .all included in this work .

Water Shed Management. Research to better understand the
relationship of various factors to water yield in Oregon watershed s
constitutes a major area in our program . University scientists work
closely, also, with personnel from the U .S . Forest Service program
now headquartered on the campus . One study just getting under way i s
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concerned with the relationship of different types of forest vegetation- -
coniferous versus deciduous--to water yield with varying soil types .

Biometeriology and Climatology . Two key programs are under
way here . One is cooperative with the U .S . Weather Bureau and i s
concerned with improving the weather forecasting service for agricul-
tural and forest use in the state . The other program is biometeriology ,
or the effect of climate on plant and animal processes such as growth ,
development, and yield. One project, cooperative with other Wester n
States, is studying sequences of weather patterns as they relate t o
precipitation portions of the hydrologic cycle . Another deals with short
term water budgets in the forest .

WATER US E

Irrigation. Here is a brief recap of the key areas of research i n
this very important area of water use .

*Design of improved irrigation systems, particularly sprinkler systems ,
to provide more uniform application and to prevent puddling, runoff ,
and erosion .

*Feasibility of irrigation soils and crops not now presently irrigated in
the state . Particular attention is being given currently to the poorl y
drained Willamette Valley soils . Most of these belong to the Dayton
Series .

*Frequency and amount of irrigation needed for various crops in differen t
sections of the state . This is a continuing type program to meet
changing patterns of crop production .

*Consumptive use of water by various crops. This information is vital
both in the design of farm irrigation systems and in planning larg e
irrigation developments .

*A major study is under way, cooperative with the Soil Conservation
Service, and financed through a $160, 000 two-year grant from the Stat e
Water Resources Board to survey several million acres in the state t o
determine irrigation feasibility from the standpoint of soil types .

*A study was completed the past year on economic development poten-
tials in the three northeastern Oregon counties of Union, Wallowa, an d
Baker . A major facet of the study was economic development that could
result from dam construction and irrigation and other water base d
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activities . Particular attention was paid to the two proposed dams i n
the Grand Ronde Valley .

*An economic development study is currently under way in the Willamett e
Basin. Again, the impact of irrigation developments is a prime facto r
being considered . This work is a follow-up of a project completed las t
year, financed through a grant from the State Water Resources Board ,
on irrigation and drainage developments and potentials which are bein g
incorporated on a Willamette Basin map .

*Irrigation feasibility from the standpoint of length of growing season- -
frost-free periods, temperatures throughout the year, including day an d
night temperatures and other climatic factors--that would have a
bearing on success of irrigation developments .

Drainage . Drainage research--some of it closely related to th e
irrigation program--is concerned particularly, at present, with th e
heavier, poorly-drained soils in the Willamette Valley .

*Various new methods of surface drainage on the heavier Willamett e
Valley soils are being tried . One of these- a deep furrowing metho d
with furrows up to a foot and a half--shows much promise in raisin g
the soil temperature in the spring and enabling earlier seeding an d
seedling emergence .

*Attention is being given to improving subsurface drainage systems with
better system design and evaluation of new materials constituting ke y
areas in the research here . A somewhat unique method of studyin g
drainage problems has been developed using sprinkler irrigation as a
method of simulating a rain storm . Then the flow--how and in what
amounts water moves through the soil--is measured and automaticall y
recorded. At the same time, an attempt is being made to better de -
scribe flow through soil to a tile drain by mathematical equations .
Solutions to the equations are being obtained by use of computers . Thi s
kind of research is basic to improved drainage design methods .

Soil Physics . This is the more basic research area that supports
the applied work in irrigation and drainage . Plants grown in controlle d
environment chambers are supplied with water at specified rates in orde r
to determine optimum water requirements . When water supply is les s
than optimum plants respond by closing stomata, which in some instance s
leads to reduction in photosynthesis and an increase in respiration .

Soil physical properties, important variables in the prediction o f
flow rates through soils, are also being studied . The objective of thes e
studies is to arrive at prediction equations which may be used with con-
fidence by the hydrologist .
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Relationship between soil trafficability and soil water content
have been studied for the U.S . Army, Corps of Engineers . This infor-
mation is needed for the interpretation of CSC soil maps by military
personnel . Results also have application to agricultural use of soil .

Plant-Water Relationships . Moisture constitutes the limiting
factor in plant production in many areas of our state . A great many
studies are under way in areas of forest regeneration, seeding of range -
lands, and crop production in arid sections all concerned with how bes t
to cope with droughtiness . In all, some 25 projects relating specificall y
to plant establishment in which moisture is the limiting factor, are unde r
way in the forestry, range, and crops research programs .

Fishery Production . A great many projects are underway in the
general fishery production area . Examples of this extensive researc h
were included in this section because of the obvious role of water i n
production of fish in natural or man made environments .

A Pellet Diet, for hatchery salmon and trout was developed ,
tested, and is now in commercial production . The work was financed by ,
and conducted cooperatively with the Oregon Fish Commission . Excel -
lent returns of mature fish to the hatcheries suggest the tremendou s
effectiveness of this pellet feeding program .

The Research Division of the Oregon Game Commission is house d
on the OSU Campus and conduct their program on a cooperative basi s
with University programs in the same fields . A number of projects are
under way with species of economic and sport interest . Included are :

*Feasibility of Pond Rearing of salmon and steelhead in brackish wate r
impoundments near the coast . Progress to date indicates great pro-
mise for this practice .

*Developing a better understanding of the migration phenomena o f
anadromous species--which could lead to improved management practices .

*Introducing new species into various lakes and impoundments throughou t
the state . The successful introduction of the Kokanee in Odell Lake i s
an example of the importance and application of this research .

*Testing the possibility of rearing steelhead in fresh water impoundments .

A major project has been under way for many years on th e
distribution, biology, and taxonomy of fish in our state . Currently ,
several bay species, including Flounder, Perch and Sculpins are unde r
study.
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Shell fish biology and Production Research is centered at the
Marine Science Laboratory at Newport. Major/ work has been done with
oysters and clams . The oyster research has emphasized the develop-
ment of artificial means of rearing that may be of value in rehabilitatin g
depleted oyster beds . The objective of the clam research is to gai n
sufficient basic knowledge on the biology of clams so that hatcher y
rearing techniques can be developed to enable production of young clam s
for seeding on beach sites .

Several research projects are concerned with diseases an d
parasites of fish . Included here are :

*Development of cell culture techniques for studying virus diseases of
fish which has been quite successful . Four permanent fish cell line s
are now available for this purpose.

*Studies of fish viruses that have led to the characterization of th e
Oregon Sockeye Salmon virus . Pathology, chemical composition an d
particle size of this highly specific agent have been studied .

*A survey to determine the occurrence and distribution of the Protozoa n
parasite, Ceratomyxa, is in progress . This agent is believed to be
one of the most important diseases of adult Pacific salmon and steel -
head trout .

*The immunological response of fishes to bacterial infections . Th e
purpose of this study is to develop methods of vaccinating hatcher y
reared salmonids as a means of protection from certain diseases .

*Natur,e and cause of hepatoma or liver cancer in trout . Diets containing
a fungus toxin or aflatoxin have produced the condition on an
experimental basis .

*Epedemeology of the so-called Salmon Poisoning disease which i s
fatal to dogs and other canid species .

Rearing of sport fish in fresh water ponds is another key research;. ,
program . Trout production in deep water ponds as well as bass, blue -
gills and other species in the shallower, warmer water ponds are al l
receiving attention .

	

_
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WATER QUALITY

Research in water quality is mainly concerned with thre e
general problems . These are the effects of siltation or sediment o n
salmonid production, the effects of domestic and industrial wastes o n
aquatic organisms and the effects of pesticides on aquatic life .

Siltation . A major, long-range project concerned with the effec t
of logging practices on water quality and fish production is under way i n
cooperation with the Game Commission and with other State and Federa l
agencies and private industry . A team approach is used with fishery
biologists, water shed management foresters, aquatic botanists an d
aquatic entomologists working together . Fish traps have been construc-
ted on three small coastal streams in the Alsea Basin . All fish going
either upstream or downstream are caught, weighed, measured, tagged ,
and released . Rather complete data on the spawning of the mature fish
and relationship of water quality factors to hatching, survival and pro-
duction of the young fish is being obtained . In 1966 the watersheds wil l
be harvested differently, one patch harvested, one clear cut, and on e
left as the control . For a period of years following harvest the sam e
water quality and fishery data will be obtained to relate post-harvest t o
the pre-harvest situation .

Industrial and Domestic Pollutants . This is a major area o f
research and involves a long term and excellent cooperative relatio n
with the Sanitary Engineering group in the School of Engineering . The
engineering efforts have been concerned with methods of treating thes e
wastes . We are concerned with the effects of these wastes on aquati c
life, including fish.

Current biological studies include :

*Oxygen requirements of fresh water fish .

*Toxicity of pulp mill effluents to shellfish, marine fish and foo d
organisms of importance to these species .

*The effects of enrichment on the ecology of a small natural stream ,
Berry Creek, located on the University's Adair property north of
Corvallis .

*Studies on the physiology and ecology of Sphaerotilus natans, the so -
called sewage fungus .

*Expanded research is being undertaken to determine the effects of pulp
mill wastes on growth and production of fish .
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Pesticides in Water . Three major studies are under way in th e
effects of pesticides on aquatic life .

*Effects of low levels of various pesticide materials or their breakdow n
products on life processes of fish, including reproduction, development ,
growth and activity .

*Transport and accumulation of pesticides in aquatic food chains and the
build-up of these materials in the tissues of higher forms of aquatic
life such as fish, which may occur due to their consumption of lowe r
forms of plant and animal life which have accumulated lowe r
concentrations .

*The detoxification process, an important factor in eliminating pesticid e
materials in warm blooded species will be studied .

*Surveillance of fresh water streams for various pesticides, particularl y
herbicides from brush control programs and possible effect on aquati c
life in those streams .

*Pesticide effects in the marine environment with both basic and applie d
work under way on effect of pesticides on shell fish species . Sevin ,
which is used in the control of mud shrimp in oyster production, is on e
key pesticide being studied .

Excessive Enrichment and Nuisance Plants . Several project s
are under way with lakes in the state on problems of nuisance plants . A
factor in this problem is excessive enrichment .

*One major program area is undesirable algae production in lakes .
Major work is under way at Klamath Lake involving research b y
aquatic botanists on the biology of these algae, as well as fisher y
research on effect on animal species including fish in the lake .

*The Brazilian Water Weed constitutes another major problem i n
coastal lakes . Chemical, mechanical, and biological control method s
are all being explored . Other aquatic weeds also receive consideration.

BASIC WATER BIOLOG Y

A number of basic studies are underway in various areas o f
biology and taxonomy of aquatic organisms related to their environment .
Examples are :
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Marine Microbiology with projects under way on metabolism ,
physiology and taxonomy of Begglatoa species and on hydrostatic pressur e
effects on metabolic activities . In the latter project emphasis i s
centered on enzyme reactions, physiology, molecular volume change s
and growth under pressure conditions simulating ocean depths . Thi s
work is cooperative with the Department of Oceanography .

Basic Studies on Aquatic Plants, both fresh and marine waters ,
are under way in the area of aquatic botany . Relation of such factors a s
light, temperature, dissolved gases and nutrients to the establishment ,
growth and persistence of aquatic plants are all under consideration .

Aquatic Nematodes, their classification and distribution has been
another of the more basic studies . The OSU collection of aquati c
nematodes, primarily marine types, is now one of the best in th e
country .

Aquatic Insects, with classification and distribution again con-
stituting a primary objective, is one of the newer programs in the basi c
water biology area . Other research concerns the relationship of factor s
in the fresh water environment to the type, abundance and activity o f
aquatic insects .

SOCIAL ASPECTS OF WATER

Major emphasis here has been in the area of resource economics .
This research group has been concerned with many facets of economic s
as it relates to the vital resource of water including :

*Cost-benefit studies on a number of irrigation and drainage possible o r
planned projects .

*Another current study concerns the pricing of irrigation water .

*The application of economic principles, coupled with the use of high
speed computers, to resource allocation problems . One current study
involves the use of the simulation technique to water allocation problem s
in the Willamette Valley . Improving our insight and decision making
process in public policy formation in the water and other resourc e
areas is the objective of this work .

*Economics of pollution and pollution abatement is another project area .
This work, under the leadership of the Resource Economics group has
cooperative phases under Sanitary Engineering and Fisheries . The
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economic relationship of coastal industries--commercial fishing ,
marinas, motels--to pollution in bay, estuaries and the ocean an d
abatement of this type of pollution constitute this research effort .

*Other studies have concerned the value of certain water relate d
resources . One was on the value of the sport fishery industry in the
state--work financed and conducted with the Oregon Game Commission .

Another new study in which the Agricultural Experiment Statio n
has an interest, but which is financed through Federal Water Resource s
Research Act Funds, involves a survey of Oregon Water Law, under the
leadership of a member of the School of Law staff of the University o f
Oregon.
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Presented November 10, 1965, by JOHN B . GLUDE, Deputy Regiona l
Director, U .S . Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Seattle, Washington

Water Rhe„le,wte‘ eft die
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A uthority for federal research on fisheries is contained in the Act o f
February 9, 1871, which provides for the appointment of a Commis-

sioner of Fisheries from among the civil officers or employees of th e
government to serve without additional salary and to ascertain whethe r
any and what diminution in the number of food fishes in the coasts and
lakes of the United States takes place and, if so, to what cause the sam e
is due, and also whether any and what protective, prohibitory, or pre -
cautionary measures should be adopted in the premises and to report th e
same to the Congress . From this small beginning, through a series o f
reorganizations, there developed the United States Fish and Wildlif e
Service within the Department of Interior, whose authority is specifie d
in the Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956 which establishes the followin g
national fishery policy .

1. To increase and maintain forever for the people of the United
States a fishery resource capable of yielding the maximum
annual product .

2. To strengthen and maintain a vigorous fishery industry by
assuring full and fair access to its raw materials and full and
fair access to the American market .

3 . - To do these things in partnership with the states and in ful l
accordance with our international obligations and without sacri-
ficing the system of free enterprise .

In carrying out the national fishery policy in the domestic field, th e
functions and responsibilities of a number of other groups and organi-
zations must be considered. Policy in this area should assure on th e
one hand that necessary functions are not neglected, -and on the othe r
hand that federal activities do not conflict with or duplicate those o f
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other organizations . The government should leave to private initiativ e
all of the functions that citizens can perform privately . It should use the
level of government closest to the community for all public functions tha t
can be handled at such level . Cooperative governmental arrangements
should be utilized where appropriate to obtain economic performance an d
popular approval . National action should be reserved for residual
participation where state and local governments are not fully adequate and
for continuing responsibilities which only the national government can
undertake . According to this policy :

1. The Federal Government should not regulate commercial fisher-
ies in any state waters except as may be required by treaty .

2. The Federal Government should provide for conservation researc h
where it has the primary regulatory obligation, where it become s
the research agency under international convention or interstat e
compact, and where widespread resources are beyond the capa-
bility of states individually or jointly to perform commensurate
investigations .

3. The Federal Government should perform directly or through th e
states the research and surveys necessary to protect and enhanc e
fishery resources on federal lands or where federal engineering
projects affect the resources .

4. The Federal Government should be consistent within itself .
Interbureau and Interdepartmental cooperation is vital wher e
functions of more than one agency relate to fisheries .

5. The Federal Government should provide services and pursu e
research in areas where fishermen, the fish trade ; the fishing
industry, or the states are not capable of providing for the m
without federal assistance . Technological research and
development of new products should have as their goal th e
solution of basic problems and should be carried to the point
where industry can carry on the application of these results .
Regarding exploration and development of new fishery resources ,
the Federal Government should chart new areas of potentia l
production, develop and recommend gear to be used, then leav e
the responsibility for commercial development beyond thes e
points to the industry itself . Parallel policy criteria should b e
applied to statistical, marketing, and other services . In general ,
the Federal Government should assist the industry in research ,
development, and services that the industry is incapable of
performing and which will be of general application rather tha n
for the benefit of the few .
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WATER RESOURCE S

The term. "Water Resources" might be defined as a consideration of
water itself as a natural resource . The term might also be defined as a
consideration of natural resources which exist in and are dependen t
upon water for their habitat . The second definition is more appropriat e
in fisheries . We are primarily interested in the aquatic resources in-
cluding fish,. shellfish, crustaceans, and even aquatic plants such a s
kelp and seaweeds . At the same time we are concerned with the
environment in which these species exist . Our interest in water, then ,
ranges from the smallest tributaries where a salmon may spawn ,
through lakes, rivers, estuaries,, coastal waters, and the high seas .

Much of our research is concerned with an understanding of th e
relationship between commercial aquatic species and their environmen t
and the 'effect that changes in this environment may have upon thei r
well being . Changes due to man's intervention have happened too ofte n
in lakes and rivers where the environment has been ruined by engineerin g
works or rendered unfit by pollution, and it is happening especially t o
anadromous fishes such as salmon and shad whose migrations to thei r
spawning grounds are being blocked by dams . It is beginning to happe n
to estuarine fishes and shell fish through alteration of the foreshor e
topography and fouling of the waters by man . Just as man can spoil the
habitat for fish and shellfish resources, he can also alter it in way s
that would support larger and more productive' resources-so wise us e
should also include habitat improvement .

It is easy to state the principles governing wise utilization of living
resources, but extremely difficult to apply them . It is difficult becaus e
we do not have enough facts about most fishery resources or th e
environment in which they live to manage them intelligently . These facts
are hard to get because most , of them are hidden beneath the surface o f
the water and concern the subtle relationship between aquatic animals an d
their environment .

The following paragraphs should be considered as examples of the
kind of water resource research conducted by the Bureau of Commercia l
Fisheries . In most cases federal and state agencies are engage d
cooperatively on research to solve problems within state boundaries .
Research on the high seas, such as oceanography, is conducted cooper-
atively with university oceanography departments and_with researc h
agencies of Canada and Japan.
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ESTUARINE STUDIE S

Many species of importance to commercial or recreational fisher -
men are dependent upon estuaries at some time during their life history .
Oysters and some species of clams require brackish water for thei r
entire life cycle . Some crustaceans such as crabs and shrimp, an d
some fishes such as menhaden and salmon spend part of their life cycl e
in fresh water and part in the open ocean .

It is only recently that the importance of estuaries to fish and shell -
fish resources has been recognized . Nearly all the research which ha s
provided facts demonstrating the importance of the estuarine environmen t
has been conducted within the past decade and even today few peopl e
realize the importance of maintaining tidal marshes and shallow muddy
bays which are required by several important species .

The great demand for waterfront and the limited supply has increase d
the value of such property to the point that many land and water develop-
ments have been carried out or are proposed. These projects hav e
greatly changed estuaries, destroying or altering the environment o r
food supply for aquatic species . These developments fall into severa l
categories .

1. Channel dredging-The utilization of estuaries as harbors fo r
seagoing vessels requires the dredging of deep channels to the
sea . In addition the huge expansion in the popularity of recre-
ational boating has hastened the development of marinas, smal l
boat basins, and shallow navigation channels . Frequently the
materials are removed from the channel are deposited along
the edges thereby reducing or altering the circulation pattern i n
shallow bays and rendering some areas unproductive .

2. Draining of marshes and filling of estuaries for factories an d
residential sites-High priced waterfront property can easily b e
constructed by dredging parallel channels in shallow bays and
filling intervening areas to provide building sites . Development s
such as this are so extensive in the Gulf of Mexico that man y
important estuarine areas have already been lost and others ar e
threatened.

3. Diversion of fresh water-Water resource planners frequently '
consider that water flowing into the sea is wasted and many pro-
posals have been made for retaining all of the water for man' s
use . One example of this is a huge Texas water control proposal
costing an estimated $4, 000, 000, 000 . This plan would construc t
a channel parallel to the coastline which would intercept all th e
major rivers in Texas . The fresh water would be transported by
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this canal system from parts of the state which have an adequat e
supply to those who require additional water . Although attractiv e
.from the standpoint of residents who require additional water ,
this plan would destroy the . brackish environment in coastal bay s
and marshes which produce a large portion of the shrimp in th e
Gulf of Mexico .

4. Waste disposal-The load of waste products collected by river s
on their way to the sea reaches the maximum in estuaries and
the mouths of such rivers are generally too polluted to permi t
shellfish culture . In some places the wastes render the are a
unfit as an environment for the species . It is well known that
trace amounts of many chemicals are detrimental to sensitiv e
mollusks and crustaceans .

5. Estuarine water control projects-In some places such as the
Delaware River, estuarine waters are used for cooling i n
industrial plants . Presence of salt in this water causes corrosion
problems in plants and, therefore, it'is desirable to install dam s
which would exclude seawater . In other places, such a s
Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island, it has been proposed tha t
barriers be placed across the entrance of bays to control th e
surge which accompanies hurricane tides and which, in the past ,
has caused millions of dollars worth of damage along the shore -
line . Although the motives for such water control projects ar e
understandable, each one . must be examined closely to determine
the effect upon the aquatic species which reside in the estuaries .

Research is needed to provide facts which can be used to predict the
effect of water control devices or other changes in estuaries upon th e
fish and shellfish that live in these areas . In a few cases research previ-
ously conducted has provided important facts for such purposes . For
example ; experiments conducted at . the Bureau of Commercial Fisherie s
Laboratory at Milford, Connecticut nearly a decade earlier were impor-
tant in predicting the effect of the proposed hurricane control barrier i n
Rhode Island on populations of the hard shelled clam, Mercenaria
mer ,cenaria. Laboratory research has- shown that this clam requires a
salinity of at least 15 parts . per thousand to live and reproduce . Installa-
tion of a hurricane barrier would reduce the salinity in large parts of th e
bay below the 15 ppt level according to model . studies . The advers e
effect on this important marine industry in the state of Rhode Island wa s
taken into consideration in determining whether or not the hurrican e
control structures should be built .

The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries has recognized the importanc e
of estuarine research and has expanded studies on this problem a t
Galveston, Texas, , and St. 'Petersburg Beach, Florida . Studies at
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Galveston Bay include monitoring the estuarine environment at various
locations throughout the year and determining th̀e abundance, distribution ,
and movements of migratory species of fish and crustaceans and th e
abundance and distribution of sedentary mollusks . Through these studie s
it is expected that important facts will be obtained which can be used t o
specify aquatic conditions which could be maintained in the estuary t o
prevent damage to fisheries .

The research program at St . Petersburg Beach, Florida is pri-
marily concerned with a study of the changes which are taking place i n
Tampa Bay. Much of this area has been dredged and filled to provid e
waterfront building sites . It appears already that the changes have re-
duced the productivity of Tampa Bay and that a continuation of thi s
development could cause drastic reductions in the abundance of shrim p
and other species .

It is clear that similar estuarine studies should be conducted at
representative locations along the Pacific Coast, Alaska, and Ne w
England . The rapid industrialization and development of the nation' s
waterfront makes it urgent to obtain this information as soon as possible .

PESTICIDE RESEARC H

Even before Rachel Carson's book "The Silent Spring" directe d
attention to the important problems involved in the use of pesticides ,
the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries was conducting research on thi s
problem . From a small beginning in 1959, and with the great impetu s
supplied by Miss Carson's book, the efforts of Congressmen, and th e
concerted action of conservation groups throughout the country, fund s
available for pesticide research have expanded rapidly . At the present
time the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries spends approximately a hal f
million dollars determining the effect of pesticide chemicals on com-
mercial aquatic species .

This pesticide research is based at Gulf Breeze, Florida, which i s
close to the area where the fire ant control program first brought atten-
tion to the adverse effect of the control chemicals on associated species .
It is also close to major rivers entering the Gulf of Mexico that drain
huge acreages of farm land that are heavily treated with pesticides . The
recent kills of fish in the Mississippi River and other rivers has bee n
attributed to the presence of pesticide chemicals or their residues .

Research at Gulf Breeze, Florida Laboratory concerns the effect o f
various pesticide chemicals on test animals such as shrimp, shrimp
larvae, oysters, and various fishes . It has been found that shrimp ar e
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extremely sensitive to most pesticide chemicals. because of their wel l
developed nervous system . It is also appropriate ' that shrimp be studie d
because many of them spend part of their lives in shallow estuarin e
waters which are most apt to be polluted by pesticides .

As methods of chemical analysis have been improved and as experi-
mental methods have been developed, it has been found that lower and
lower concentrations of pesticides adversely affect shrimp and othe r
species . A few years ago concentrations of one part of DDT or othe r
pesticides to one-hundred-thousand parts of water were found to b e
detrimental to shrimp . Recent research has shown that one part in ove r
one-billion parts of water is detrimental to these species .

Oysters also are good test animals for comparing the effect o f
various pesticide chemicals. At the Gulf Breeze Laboratory smal l
oysters of uniform size are selected for use in experiments and the thin
rim of new shell is removed by filing . The oysters are then subjected
to various concentrations of pesticides for one to five days . During thi s
time the oysters in the unpolluted control environment will deposit a
band of new shell several millimeters wide . Oysters in test condition s
will often deposit little or no new shell . The difference between the tes t
lots and the controls is easily measured and provides a quick indication
of the adverse effect of the pesticides .

The Bureau's pesticide research has recently been expanded t o
cover most of the coastal states in a routine testing program to deter -
mine the accumulation of pesticide chemicals' in common aquatic species .
Samples of mollusks such as oysters are taken periodically, preserve d
by special techniques, and shipped to Gulf Breeze , Florida for chemica l
analysis . These tests will indicate the extent of the pesticide proble m
and also provide facts concerning the accumulation of chemicals such as
DDT in oysters in various areas . This information can be used to
request Food and Drug Administration to authorize a tolerance for lo w
levels of such chemicals in seafoods . At the present time there is n o
legal tolerance for DDT or other pesticide chemicals in seafoods ;
whereas, as much as seven ppm of DDT is permitted in meat products .
It seems logical that similar tolerances should be established for sea -
foods since the presence of trace amounts could now be used as a basi s
for restricting oyster sales though these small amounts are of no signif-
icance to public health .

The principal objective of the Bureau's pesticide program is t o
obtain facts which can be used by pest control agencies and chemica l
companies to develop chemicals and methods of application which wil l
control pests without damaging fish and shellfish . The Bureau is often
called upon to provide this information . For example, in 1963 when the
U .S. Forest Service proposed spraying the area surrounding Willap a
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Bay, Washington, for control of the hemlock looper, they requeste d
information from the Bureau and other fishery conservation agencies t o
insure safety of the program . Through frequent meetings and good
cooperation of several agencies, this massive spraying program wa s
carried out with virtually no damage to estuarine species . It is only
through close cooperation of federal and state agencies and privat e
individuals that safe methods for use of pest-control chemicals can b e
developed and applied .

Each year many new pesticide chemicals are developed by chemical
companies, and the routine testing of each of these chemicals require s
an extensive research program . It appears such a program must con-
tinue for a number of years .

OCEANOGRAPHY

Most of the Bureau's water research concerns the salty waters o f
the high seas since the Bureau's principal responsibility is for com-
mercial fisheries, most of which occur in the marine environment .
Although the Bureau has conducted hydrographic studies for many years ,
it is only recently that the field of oceanography has received enough
attention and funds to permit expansion .

In the Pacific Northwest our major reason for oceanographic
research is the international problem of managing the high seas salmo n
resource. As a basis for negotiations with Japan and Canada it i s
important to know the distribution of salmon in the North Pacific an d
their continent of origin . It is also important to know why they are dis-
tributed in the observed patterns . We believe the clue lies in th e
oceanographic conditions of temperature, salinity, food, and ocean
currents . Therefore, we have mounted a major program of oceanog-
raphy to learn about the North Pacific Ocean and the plant and anima l
species which inhabit these waters .

High seas oceanography is expensive and extremely difficult .
Relatively few observations can be made during the 200 days each yea r
that our one vessel is at sea in the North Pacific . Next year we wil l
have an additional oceanographic research vessel, the 215-foot ster n
trawler MILLER FREEMAN, which is now under construction . Although
this will increase our capabilities by over 100 percent, two vessels o r
even 20 or perhaps 200 could hardly provide adequate coverage of th e
North Pacific . Therefore, it is only through international cooperativ e
efforts in the field of oceanography that the facts concerning this par t
of the world's oceans can be described and understood .
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A coastal oceanographic program is badly needed, but at present i s
in its infancy. Although several agencies including the University o f
Washington, Oregon State University, Scripps Institute, and the Bureau
of Commercial Fisheries operate oceanographic research vessels alon g
the coast, we do not have enough information to understand the variation s
in current patterns and their effect on fish stocks of the Continental
Shelf .

In some years such as 1965, the distribution of fish populations i s
much different from that observed in other years . During the past
summer water along the Washington and northern Oregon coast wa s
warmer than normal, while a narrow band of extremely cold water wa s
present along the California Coast. Apparently, for this reason, albacor e
tuna were extremely abundant off Washington and Oregon but scarce of f
California. Silver salmon were caught off Tijuana, Mexico during a
time when they were scarce off the Washington and Oregon coast .
Schools of hake which are normally a colder water species were scarc e
off the Washington Coast but relatively abundant off California. Without
a complete understanding of the pattern on oceanographic currents alon g
the Pacific Coast, it will be difficult or impossible to explain the year -
to-year variations in the distribution of these and other species .

WATER RESEARCH AND SALMON

Since 1949 when the Columbia River Fishery Development Program ,
commonly known as the Mitchell Act, was passed, the Bureau of Com-
mercial Fisheries has spent large sums of money protecting and
improving fisheries of the Columbia River Basin . Faced with th e
tremendous problem of an increasing number of dams, the Bureau ha s
applied available knowledge to assist construction agencies in
developing fish passage devices and water control plans which wil l
mitigate losses of salmon. In many cases where the salmon spawning
beds were inundated by reservoirs, hatcheries were constructed an d
are now operated by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife or by th e
states of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho . The Bureau maintains a staff
of specialists in the field of water quality, fishway design, and wate r
resource planning at an office in Portland, Oregon, to work with th e
construction agencies and the Federal Power Commission to preven t
lo sses of important salmon runs in the Columbia Basin .

Through the years these efforts have been generally successful i n
spite of the proliferation of water control projects in the Columbia Basin .
After a period of general decline in the abundance of salmon it appear s
that the runs have been stabilized even though the level is lower than
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might be desired . Some species such as silver salmon show grea t
promise because of the highly successful hatchery program. Runs of
silver salmon for the past two years in the Columbia River have been a t
record levels and it appears that the combination of improved hatcher y
foods and disease control has greatly increased the productivity of silve r
salmon hatcheries . Several of the chinook hatcheries are also extremely
successful, and a hatchery evaluation program is providing additiona l
evidence each year of the importance of hatchery releases to commercia l
and sports fisheries . During 1964, nearly half of the chinook salmo n
caught by recreational fishermen near the mouth of the Columbia Rive r
originated in federal or state hatcheries .

Two great threats to salmon remain in the Columbia River Basin .
One is the high dams which are currently being planned for constructio n
in the Snake River system . An accelerated research program to deter -
mine the possibility of transporting adult salmon over these high dam s
and passing the young salmon downstream safely is now under way .
This fish passage research program has provided many new facts con-
cerning the upstream and downstream migration of salmon, and expert s
have developed several systems for collecting young salmon so they ca n
be transported safely downstream past major dams . These systems ar e
still being perfected, and the most recent one, which is labeled a
"velocity matching traveling screen" shows great promise . This devic e
consists of a wire mesh curtain placed diagonally across a river up -
stream of a dam. This screen moves downstream at the same velocit y
as the water, guiding the fish to one side of the river where they will b e
caught in a trap. The continuous screen curtain then is lifted from th e
water and returns to the upstream end where it again enters the water .
The mechanism for supporting this screen is similar to that used in a
ski lift . Under experimental conditions in test flumes this scree n
appears to be highly satisfactory, and a field trial is now planned fo r
some location in the Snake River system .

Other accomplishments of the fish passage research program includ e
modification of fishway designs to reduce their width and increase thei r
slope without delaying the adult salmon . These modifications have
greatly refuced the cost of fishways and the amount of water that the y
require . Recent research at the Bonneville Laboratory has indicate d
that adult salmon will pass through 24-inch diameter pipes, two-third s
full of water. This discovery suggests even more economical method s
of collecting and transporting adult salmon over dams .

The second major threat to salmon in the Columbia River is heat .
As the number of reservoirs increases, the water becomes warmer .
At the present time water temperatures during the summer often ar e
near the maximum which can be tolerated by salmon, and even a smal l
increase could be disastrous . In addition to the direct effects of hig h
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temperatures, the warming of the water accelerates the development of
diseases such as Columnaris, which may cause high mortalities o f
salmon before they spawn .

As a result of this research, we are attempting to convince con-
structing agencies that temperature control devices should be installe d
at dams . These would consist of outlets at various depths so that th e
cold water from the bottom of reservoirs could be released during th e
summertime to reduce water temperatures downstream . The construc-
tion of Canadian storage dams makes it even more important tha t
temperature control be considered immediately .

CONCLUSION

Water supplies are essential for fish and shellfish . Fresh water i s
important not only for species which live in streams and lakes, but fo r
those which require the brackish water in estuaries .

The authority under which the Bureau of Commercial Fisherie s
operates provides for studies of the environment in which fish and shell -
fish live, since these facts must be known if we are to understan d
completely the factors influencing reproduction, growth, survival an d
migrations of commercial species .

The concept of multiple use of water resources, and the overlapping
responsibilities of state and federal agencies makes it imperative tha t
water resource research activities be well coordinated . The increasing
emphasis on water resource planning and control attests to the impor-
tance of these activities . From the standpoint of fishery resourc e
management there are many unknowns which require additional researc h
and plenty of work for all agencies .
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Presented December 1, 1965 by HERBERT C . STOREY, Director ,
Division of Watershed, Recreation, and Range Research, Fores t
Service, U .S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D . C .

Oaee'4ed Ilf4ftaoy ~

t has been said that next to oxygen, water is perhaps the most im -
portant single element for human existence . It is a priceles s

commodity, which, if it were not readily available, would comman d
limitless prices . This summer the restaurants in New York City wer e
displaying small signs on their tables which read, "New York Cit y
regulations subject us to a $50 fine if we serve you water without being
asked . "

But for the most part water is cheap . The average total runoff i n
the conterminous United States is 1, 200 billion gallons per day . In
1960, the average withdrawal was estimated at 300 billion gallons pe r
day . If one were to attach a value of 10 cents per thousand gallons ,
which is only about 2 1 / 2 cents per ton, we could say that the tota l
runoff resource is worth $120 million per day, and the withdrawn wate r
is worth $30 million per day . On the other hand, water for drinkin g
purposes has sold for 25 cents per gallon . At this rate, the daily with -
drawn water would be worth $75 billion . Thus you can see that the valu e
of water depends upon its use and availability . Further, when uncon-
trolled, water may become a liability as attested by the tremendou s
flood damages experienced a year ago here in the Northwest .

Forest lands, both commercial and noncommercial, occupy 65 0
million acres . In general, this is the more mountainous part of th e
country. Although these lands make up only one-third of the total area
of the United States, they receive about one-half the total precipitation
and yield about three-fourths of the total streamflow . Over the country
as a whole the average annual precipitation is 30 inches, the averag e
runoff 9 inches, and 21 inches goes to evapotranspiration . Breaking
this down by forest and other, we have an average of 45 inches of pre-
cipitation on the forest lands, 22 inches on all other, 20 inches o f
runoff from the forest land and only 3 inches from other lands, and 2 5
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inches of evapotranspiration from forest lands and 19 inches from th e
remainder .

Taking a look at a map showing average annual precipitation an d
general distribution of forest .types, some striking differences betwee n
the eastern half of-the country and the West become readily apparent .
Precipitation in the East is generally well distributed, both in time an d
space. Over two-thirds of the eastern half of the country receives, be-
tween 40 and 60 inches annually. And this is, on the average, wel l
distributed throughout the year . On the other hand, precipitation in th e
West is widely variable, both in time and space . Annual precipitation
ranges from less than 5 inches to about 100 inches and, in general ,
most of this precipitation is received in the winter and spring with
summer and fall being periods of drought .

The forests of the East are characterized by the deciduous hard -
woods over most of the area, and the commercially important pines of
the South. The West produces mostly coniferous forests -and vast area s
of chaparral and pinyon-juniper .

FOREST SOIL AND WATERSHED RESEARC H

The Forest Service program of forest soil and watershed research i s
carried out through 34 individual research projects at 26 location s
throughout the country. At present these projects are staffed by a tota l
of about 100 scientists and their support personnel . The research
projects are problem oriented. That is, they are carrying on studie s
aimed at solution of problems concerning the management of forest ,
alpine, and related rangelands--problems having to do with water suppl y
or problems of watershed protection, restoration, and stabilization .

Although our research is problem oriented., about 30 percent i s
basic in nature . This includes studies of hydrologic processes and
relationships of soils, water, and plants, to better understand th e
hydrology of such lands and the mechanics of watershed behavior .

Our research may be grouped into four general categories :,(1) water
yield improvement, (2) watershed protection, (3) watershed rehabilitation .
and stabilization, and (4) forest soil development and improvement .
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WATER YIELD IMPROVEMEN T

In the deciduous forest land of the East, the principal water problem
is improvement of low flows to dilute pollution and sustain better wate r
supplies for communities and industries . During the summer, precip-
itation cannot keep up with evapotranspiration, and streamflow falls of f
steadily until the deciduous vegetation reduces its use of water in the fall .

Our studies have shown that clearcutting these deciduous forest s
may increase annual water yields from 5 to 17 inches, depending upon
precipitation and other factors affecting water supply and disposition .
At our Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory in North Carolina, a smal l
watershed was treated by mowing down all the trees and shrubs . Each
year for the following 15 years all regrowth was cut . During the firs t
year following the initial cut, water yield from the watershed was in -
creased 17 inches . The increase dropped off during the next two o r
three years to about 11 inches where it leveled off for the next 12 or 1 3
years . This is an area of about 70 inches annual rainfall . Anothe r
nearby watershed was given the same initial treatment but regrowth o f
the trees and shrubs was allowed. The first year's increase here wa s
over 14 inches but the increase dropped off steadily to only 5 inches, 1 2
years later .

At our Fernow Experimental Forest in West Virginia, a commercia l
clearcut of a small watershed resulted in an increased water yield of 5
inches . Vegetation grew back quite rapidly and by the fourth year ,
streamflow was about back to pretreatment levels . Two factors con -
tribute to the great difference between the Coweeta and Fernow results .
Precipitation at the Fernow is only about 40 inches annually as compare d
with the 70 inches at Coweeta . And it may be seen from the picture that
much more vegetation was left standing on the Fernow area than in th e
case at Coweeta .

Further north in the Adirondacks, study of streamflow records an d
vegetation recovery in the Sacandaga River watershed showed a stead y
decline in annual streamflow amounting to nearly 8 inches over a 38 -
year period. This occurred during a period when the forest cover was
thickening and improving following a devastating interval of heavy cuttin g
and wildfires about the first decade of this century .

At the Fernow Forest, applying different intensities of cutting t o
different watersheds showed the first year increase to be directly re-
lated to the total basal area of the trees removed .

The effect of these various treatments on low flows is quit e
significant . The commercial clearcut watershed at the Fernow ha s
never stopped flowing since the cut, although flow in an adjacent contro l
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watershed indicates this should have happened several times . The
heavily cut watershed at Coweeta produced 5 inches of the first year' s
increase of 17 inches during the period August through October .

One interesting and perplexing result that came to light at Coweet a
showed relationships are anything but simple and straightforward . Th e
first two watersheds treated by mowing down all woody growth ha d
generally northern exposures, and the first year's water increase wa s
14 and 17 inches, respectively . A third watershed was given the same
treatment, but it had a southern exposure and the first year's increas e
was only 6 inches . We are currently making energy-balance studies t o
help determine the reason for these different results .

As part of our more basic studies to better understand the processe s
of water movement through the land phase of the hydrologic cycle, wate r
movement through unsaturated soils was studied at Coweeta . A block of
soil 7 feet wide, 7 feet deep, and 200 feet long was surrounded on al l
sides by waterproof walls and surface cover . The block was on a hill -
side parallel to the natural slope of the land . At the lower end of th e
block, special graded material was placed to provide free drainage fro m
the soil with a minimum of interface effect . The block was saturated by
applying water with sprinklers . It was then covered with the waterproo f
cover to prevent any evaporation loss and allowed to drain . It had gener -
ally been thought that gravity water would drain from the soil in abou t
4 or 5 days following a rain and the soil would then be at field capacity .
Our soil block at Coweeta drained for 170 days and the soil moistur e
content dropped to below the level considered to be the field capacity .
When the volume and depletion rate relations were extrapolated to a
watershed condition, this type of flow could account for all the inter -
storm or base flow as recorded from our small experimental watersheds .
We are continuing to study the physical characteristics of these and
other forest soils and to determine their relationship to water movemen t
and retention .

Water yield improvement in the West presents some very differen t
situations and problems . As stated earlier, the West is largely an are a
of winter-spring precipitation with summer drought . The timber i s
largely coniferous . And the winter snowpack constitutes a major sourc e
of streamflow .

One of our better-known studies is in the Fool Creek Watershed o n
the Fraser Experimental Forest in Colorado . This is an area of spruce -
fir and lodgepole pine forest. A 714-acre watershed was cut in a pattern
of alternate clearcut and uncut strips in 1955-56 . One-half of the timber
stand on the watershed was removed in this manner . The streamflow
was increased 25 percent (about 3 inches) the first year and the increas e
has continued up to the present . It was first thought that the increase wa s
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due largely to a reduction in the amount of snow intercepted and
secondarily to a reduction in evapotranspiration . Recent studies sho w
that the increase is due largely to reduced evapotranspiration .

Although some of the increase was effective in late summer and fall ,
most of the increase came in the spring freshet. Unless adequate
reservoir storage is available, the increase appearing in spring flow s
will not help meet the critical needs in late summer and fall . Studie s
in the Sierra Nevada of California have shown that width and orientatio n
of clearcut strips, in addition to the sequence of later cuts, can be so
arranged as to not only increase total water yields, but also reduc e
melt rates and better prolong flows into the summer and fall . Thes e
findings have led to the development of a step-and-wall pattern of cutting ,
aimed at increasing water yields and prolonging streamflow . The general
effect is to maintain shade on the south side of clearcut strips and hav e
low-growing young growth on the north side to reduce back radiation o f
solar rays . This system is now being pilot-tested in some Californi a
watersheds .

In Arizona, in the pine-fir type of the Sierra Ancha Experimental
Forest, cutting the riparian forest of alder and maple in addition to the
moist-site forest of white fir and Douglas-fir followed by conversion t o
grass resulted in a 55 percent increase (about 2 inches) in streamflow .
Removal of a similar basal area (about 40 percent of the total) in an
adjacent watershed, by using an individual tree selection system, there -
by spreading the cut lightly over the entire watershed, produced only a
4 percent increase. Thus we have a contrast between East and Wes t
results . In the East where precipitation is generally quite uniform ,
month by month, throughout the year, increases in streamflow are fairl y
well correlated with the basal area of trees removed . Competition fo r
water is not so great . In the West, a period of drought occurs ever y
year and the roots of remaining trees quickly take up the water formerl y
used by the cut trees if openings produced by cutting are small .

Plot studies on the San Dimas Experimental Forest in souther n
California indicated that more water would be available to streamflow i f
the deep-rooted chaparral cover were converted to grass on areas wit h
soil depths over 4 feet . This was strikingly borne out in Arizona where
a wildfire removed all the chaparral from several calibrated experi-
mental watersheds . Following the fire, streamflow increased seve n
times . But the accompanying erosion was intolerable, amounting t o
21, 500 tons of sand, gravel, and boulders per square mile of watershe d
during the first 2 years after the fire . We are now trying out variou s
techniques of removing the chaparral (such as by strip burning) so as t o
not increase erosion rates .
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Also in Arizona, along with several other state and federal agencies ,
we are studying the use of water by phreatophytes and looking for way s
to remove these heavy water users and substitute other plants that wil l
use less water . Ecological studies of saltcedar, the most notoriou s
phreatophyte, show that the seed must have constantly saturated soil fo r
germination . Thus, one method of impairing spread of this plant is t o
eliminate flood plain overflow .

Going from the desert to the high Rockies of Colorado we are bac k
in an area where snow plays the part of water supply source. In the
State of Colorado, the alpine snowpack area makes up only 3 . 5 percent
of the total area of the state, but it supplies over 20 percent of th e
streamflow. Here our research objective is to extend the timing o f
runoff as far into the summer and fall as possible through snowpac k
management . Our studies have shown that snow will last much longer i f
concentrated in deep drifts than when spread shallowly over larger areas .
Also, there is practically no loss of water by evaporation from the sno w
surface ; as a matter of fact, during some periods water is gained from
condensation. Thus, these long-lasting snowfields constitute very
effective and efficient solid water reservoirs . We have found that slatted
snowfences 8 feet high, when properly placed, can add an extra acre -
foot of water to the snowpack for each 100 lineal feet of fence . Thi s
water is available for streamflow after July 1 . Other studies indicat e
that melt rates may be retarded or speeded up by adding variou s
materials to the snow surface .

WATERSHED PROTECTION AND MAINTENANC E

There is not much disagreement that an undisturbed forest has a
regulating effect on runoff and streamflow, because of the hig h
infiltration and storage capacities of most forest soils . Except in
wilderness areas, we do not leave the forest undisturbed, but rather w e
grow and harvest timber, graze domestic livestock, promote productio n
of big game and other wildlife, and furnish recreation for millions o f
people. So we have research that is aimed at finding acceptable level s
and methods of these uses consistent with maintenance of watershe d
stability under a variety of climate, soils, and vegetation cover .

Stability becomes critical during periods of stormflow . Knowing
that surface runoff from a forest is not great, we are studying sub -
surface stormflow on a forest slope in Ohio, using simulated rainfall .
A pit has been dug across the lower face of a large plot so the entir e
soil profile could be observed, just as you would look at the end of a
log to see the growth rings . As rain was artificially applied, the initia l
seepage came from the coarse-textured soil immediately overlying a
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finer-textured, flow impeding layer . As the "rainstorm" was continued ,
the soil zone contributing flow grew larger and-the wetted zone built . up.
The general line of saturation follows the large-sized biological and
structural holes and cracks, and these openings produced the greates t
amount of flow . When saturated, these are the principal transmissio n
routes for subsurface storm waterflow. We think there are possibilitie s
for forestry to alter this type of subsurface flow .

At this time, it appears to us that forest roads have a greate r
effect on the hydrology of the forest than any -other single operation and
as we get back into steeper, less stable areas, the problem increases .
Useful guides, particularly as related to drainage, have already bee n
developed for the Northern Rocky Mountains . Now we are studying th e
effects of roads on the subsurface hydrology of a forest slope in north
Idaho and the volumes of water from melting• snow seeping out of a road
cut into the ditches . As you might expect, these volumes are greates t
after a forest has been clearcut .

There are two unstable areas of keen concern to us at the presen t
time : (1) the slopes of the Coast Range and West Cascades from norther n
California to Alaska that are subject to slumping and sliding ; and (2) th e
loose granitic soils of the Idaho batholith, mainly in north Idaho an d
western Montana. The slide problem was brought into sharp focus b y
the west coast storms and floods of last December .

In the several studies we have underway on these problems, w e
are probing (1) the phenomenon itself--how do the slides and slumps an d
erosion occur ; (2) the relationships of the forest and forest management
to their occurrence ; and (3) we will determine how and under what con-
ditions forest practices can be altered to reduce the occurrence an d
severity of slides . We are studying the slump and slide problem i n
California and Oregon areas and also in Alaska .

WATERSHED REHABILITATION

Our research in this area is concerned with restoring thos e
deteriorated watersheds that, through improper or overuse or wildfire ,
have become concentrated sources of sediment and floods .

In eastern Kentucky we are studying restoration of strip-mine d
lands . A partly completed survey of this region shows 2 .'3 percent of
the total land area is strip-mined for coal . Ninety-nine percent of th e
stripped area is forest land and 95 percent of the mining is contour o r
rim-type cutting . In a four-county area there are 122 miles of coa l
haul roads that are poorly drained and eroding badly . Most eastern
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Kentucky streams are loaded with silt . Spoil banks from stripping
operations have a strong tendency to slide and he survey showed tha t
sliding was caused by, or associated with : saturation of the spoi l
material, steep slopes, weak residual soil on the original slope unde r
the spoil material .

Spoil materials in this area are often highly acid and toxi c
(aluminum is a primary cause), and vegetation establishment and growt h
are difficult . We are working with all forms of vegetation, herbaceou s
as well as trees and shrubs, and studying the chemistry and fertilit y
factors of the spoils in which they must grow.

In the loessal soils area of the upper coastal plain of the South, w e
have had considerable success in controlling gully erosion by plantin g
loblolly pine. In north Mississippi many thousands of acres have been
rehabilitated on the Yazoo-Little Tallahatchie flood prevention projec t
through application of research results . But we still have problems i n
very loose sand and heavy impermeable clay soils . On the loose sand s
we are trying matting as a medium to protect the soil and through which
trees are planted . We are drilling holes and making trenches, building
small brush dams, and bringing in better soils to improve sites . We
are also testing more drought-hardy species from the West .

In connection with studies in Colorado to control gully erosion, on e
of our engineers has developed a unique prefabricated dam to be used fo r
gully control . It is made in sections of prestressed concrete that ar e
bolted together to form a dam . A dam 45 feet long and 4 feet high was
installed by three men in three hours, not counting time for excavatio n
for footings or backfilling .

Rehabilitation of burned watersheds in the chaparral .areas of the
Southwest presents some challenging problems for research . We have
done some study on this over the years, but no sure, rapid, inexpensiv e
method of stabilizing steep, unstable, bare slopes has yet bee n
developed. In 1960 a fire burned over the entire San Dimas Experimenta l
Forest in southern California . An emergency program designed to study
the behavior of burned chaparral watersheds and to test a number o f
rehabilitation techniques was immediately started . We soon confirmed
one well-known fact and that is, that erosion is terrific--even without
rain. As soon as supporting vegetation is removed, dry soil start s
ravelling down the steep slopes into the stream channels . Channels soon
become choked with debris waiting to be carried down into the valley b y
the first storms that produce runoff . We installed a series of smal l
sediment basins in channels of experimental watersheds . In anothe r
watershed we constructed contour trenches such as have been successfu l
in Utah. We sowed additional watersheds with seed of annual an d
perennial plants . We planted barley in shallow ditches on contours o f
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2-foot intervals . Our results ranged from disappointing to encouraging .
The sediment basins soon filled and became inffective . The contour
trenches had too little capacity for the size of storms and were over -
topped, thereby accentuating the sediment problem . Seeding the burne d
slopes was not very successful because lack of moisture prevente d
germination during the first growing season . The barley planting o n
2-foot contours was the most successful treatment . The seed germinated
within 2 weeks and slopes were covered with solid rows of sprouts .
This very effectively held the soil and retarded runoff and permitte d
other perennial vegetation to become established for a more permanen t
control .

One of the most interesting and significant findings has been tha t
over 60 percent of the San Dimas Experimental Forest has a hydrophobic
soil layer in the profile . This moisture resistance characteristic, whic h
seems to be accentuated by heat of about the intensity found at 2 to 3
inches under the soil surface during a chaparral fire, results in excessiv e
runoff and erosion. Information to date indicates that the resistance to
wetting is caused by a coating of the soil particles with an organic sub -
stance . The organic material seems to be derived from leaching through
chaparral litter . We are carrying on studies in cooperation with th e
University of California to identify the causative agent, determine how i t
develops, and find out what can be done to eliminate or offset it .

Another important watershed rehabilitation project deals with high
elevation summer rangelands . These are often source areas for sediment
and local floods, yet are very difficult to revegetate and stabilize due t o
severe site conditions . We are conducting studies to determine th e
specific factors that are limiting the establishment of vegetation on thes e
"sore spots." When these are known we will try to modify them so as t o
improve the sites for plant growth.

FOREST SOIL DEVELOPMENT AND IMPROVEMENT

The final general area of our research has to do with soil develop-
ment and improvement . In this area I will briefly cover two projects .
The first is concerned with wetland forests of the Coastal Plain in th e
South and Southeast. Here the problem is how to improve these wet site s
for increased tree growth . Generally there is excess water and high
water tables .

The objective of the studies is to determine how to best contro l
water levels to obtain the optimum establishment and growth of desire d
tree species without producing undesirable effects upon the coastal
plain hydrology .
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In northern Minnesota we are studying the hydrologic role of bog s
and swamps in sustaining streamflow and determining the opportunitie s
of increasing or reducing water yield by manipulating the forest cover .
We have found that there is a great variation in the physical character-
istics of peat soils and also in their water relations . For example :
sphagnum moss peat will have a 100 percent water content by volume a t
saturation, will release 80 percent of this water at O . 1 atmosphere
tension, and has a hydraulic conductivity of 118 feet per day ; whereas ,
decomposed or herbaceous peats will have an 85 percent water content
at saturation, will release only 30 percent of this water at 0 . 1 atmos-
phere tension, and has a hydraulic conductivity of only 0 . 02 foot per day .
Thus it is evident that the hydrologic role of a bog will depend upon th e
type of peat it contains and whether the water table is locally perched o r
part of the regional system .

This covers the various elements of our research program on
forest soils and watersheds . I have touched here and there and only hi t
the high spots . In general, we are trying to develop principles an d
understand hydrologic processes so we can eventually synthesize water -
shed behavior, write prescriptions for watersheds to attain desire d
objectives, and reliably predict the results of various patterns an d
techniques of management .
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Presented December 8, 1965 by JOSEPH E . UPSON, Acting Chief ,
General Hydrology Branch, Geological Survey, Department of
Interior, Washington, D . C . 1
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The title of this seminar series ("Who's responsible for water resource s
research? ") doubtless arises from the passage by the 88th Congres s

of the Water Resources Research Act of 1964 (Public Law 88-379) . Thi s
Act provides funds to help State Water Resources Research Institute s
plan and conduct "competent research, investigations, and experiment s
of either a basic or practical nature, or both, in relation to wate r
resources, and to provide for the training of scientists through suc h
research, investigations, and experiments ." Research in water and
water resources has been carried on by several Federal Governmen t
agencies and other organizations in increasing number in recent years .
The Act suddenly generated 51 new groups or organizations devoted t o
this field . One might say, in answer to the title question, ("Who' s
responsible for water resources research? ") that everyone is responsibl e
for water resources research . Certainly the list of speakers at previou s
sessions of this seminar series would do nothing to dispel this idea .
Seriously, however, we all do have a stake of one kind or another in th e
water supply of the Nation . The problem is to avoid duplication and overlap . .

In this matter, the Act provides that there be cooperation "by an d
between the institutes and between them and other research organizations ,
the United States Department of the Interior, and other Federal estab-
lishments. " Also, certain safeguards are suggested to, insure that
activities proposed will supplement and not duplicate established wate r
research programs .

I think that the best thing I can do today is outline to you what th e
U .S . Geological Survey considers its proper place to be in water resource s
research, and to describe our present program and indicate somethin g
of how it is carried out .

1/Publication approved by the Director, U .S . Geological Survey .
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In a very broad sense research is the process of finding out wha t
we don't know . This definition, of course, could include the mere
collection of data, or facts, but nowadays we exclude data collection
from research except insofar as the collection and ordering of facts is a
fundamental part of research activities . The Water Resources Researc h
Act of 1964 does not define research, but it seems to differentiat e
among research, investigations, and experiments -- although including
all three within the purview of the Act . In the research program of the
Survey's Water Resources Division we are using a rather narro w
definition of research, which is the search for fundamental principles o r
relationships in a scientific subject (basic research) or application o f
fundamental principles in a new way (applied research), or developmen t
of new methods, techniques, or devices (development) . In general we
would include experiments in research if they were designed to find out
new facts or relationships ; but we do set investigations apart because ,
whereas they lead to the discovery of new facts about a geographic area ,
they generally are not designed to lead to new principles of relationships .
They may, however, do just that .

THE U .S . GEOLOGICAL SURVEY'S PROGRAM OF WATER
RESOURCES RESEARC H

The U.S . Geological Survey has a two-pronged approach to wate r
resources work ; what we call investigations, and research. The Survey
appropriation is labelled SIR --Surveys, Investigations, and Research.
Our basic charter in addition to the topographic mapping that is th e
chief ingredient of the "Survey, " is to appraise and evaluate the Nation' s
resources--minerals, organic fuels, and waters . This means to map
and describe the Nation's water resources, and to determine th e
availability of water and its usefulness from the standpoints of its amount ,
distribution in space and time, and chemical quality .

The early years of water work consisted of measuring and record-
ing the flow of streams, making chemical analyses to see if the wate r
was hard or soft or good for steam boilers, and mapping the extent o f
water-bearing formations .

Systematic stream-gaging by the Geological Survey in Washington' '
and Oregon was begun in 1897, the first of several stations being
established on the Umatilla River at Gibbon, Oregon . However, gag e
heights (stages) were observed on the Owyhee and Malheur Rivers a s
early as 1890, and a few measurements or estimates of discharge wer e

2/
Operations at River Stations, 1900, Part V : U.S. Geological Survey Water Supply and Irrigation
Paper No. 51, 1901, p. 444 .
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made (U .S. Geol. Survey 1891, 1896) .31 Local interest was slight i n
those days, and by 1902 only the station on the /Umatilla River was bein g
maintained . In a few years, however, the State took a more activ e
interest, and the stations increased in number .

The earliest investigation of ground water in this area was that o f
I. C . Russel14l who in the summer of 1902 extended into eastern Oregon
work he had started the year before in southwestern Idaho.

Quality-of-water studies were first undertaken in 1911, when th e
Directors/ of the U .S . Geological Survey contracted with the Stat e
Engineer of Oregon to make a survey to determine the chemical compo-
sition of the waters of the State during a period of 14 months . Van
Winkle established 23 sampling stations on streams ; and in 1912 he
collected samples from 50 other streams and analyzed samples from 1 3
lakes, all in the semiarid eastern part of the State .

This kind of work : observations of stage, mapping of water-bearin g
formations, and describing availability of water, was fine in early years .
As the demand for water increased and in many places approached o r
even exceeded the locally available supply, quantitative interpretation s
were required . For example, we've had to put accurate numbers o n
quantities of ground water available ; to provide predictions of possibl e
flows from stream drainage basins as a basis for culvert design ; and to
predict what would happen when waters of different quality were mixed .
Also, emphasis has shifted from the more arid parts of the United State s
to the humid parts, where there may be abundant water, but where it s
uses are more varied .

So, the work gradually shifted from mere observation or recorda-
tion, to explanations and predictions . This forced us to learn mor e
about the basic principles . All this was done in conjunction with inves-
tigations carried on cooperatively with state or local agencies -- the so -
called Cooperative Program. Theis developed the nonequilibrium formul a
to describe the drawdown in pumped wells and observation wells i n
connection with descriptive studies in the High Plains of Texas and Ne w
Mexico. Development of indirect methods of determining peak discharg e
of streams was done as part of the cooperative stream-gaging programs
in Texas and in Georgia. Early work on the presence of ferrous iron in
solution under anaerobic conditions was done in the cooperative water -
quality programs .

River heights for 1896: U.S . Geological Survey Water Supply and Irrigation Paper No. 11, 1897, p . 82 -83 .

U.S . Geological Survey, Eleventh Annual Report . Irrigation Survey Second Annual Report, p. 84-87,1891 .

4/Russell, I . C., 1903 Preliminary report on artesian basins in southwestern Idaho and southeastern Oregon :
U .S . Geological Survey Water Supply Paper 78 .

5/Van Winkle, Walton, 1914, Quality of the surface waters of Oregon : U.S . Geological Survey Wate r
Supply Paper 363, p.7 .
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In the course of time, the pace of work and the demand to make
available what we knew or could readily find out (even though it wa s
incomplete and only partially adequate) became so great that we could n o
longer search for new basic principles in this "surreptitious" fashion.
Also, many of our people were not trained in research through either ex-
perience or academic training . Accordingly, although federally finance d
research work had been going on for a few years previously, by 195 6
organizational sections had been formally established for research i n
three disciplines : quality of water, surface water, and ground water .

This arrangement gradually changed with recent reorganization o f
the Water Resources Division . There has developed a separation in th e
program between what we call investigations and what we call research ,
although both these types of activities seem to be included in the Wate r
Resources Research Act of 1964 .

Most of what we call investigations are in the Cooperative Program .
They comprise mainly studies and assemblages of information on th e
occurrence, availability, and chemical quality of water by areas ; and the y
are intended to provide the factual hydrologic background for the solution
of water problems. Most of these involve rather complex and sophis-
ticated interpretations of hydrologic data ; in fact, research activitie s
are carried on in many of them, generally in the nature of applie d
research. Most of our research, however, especially basic research ,
is housed in the General Hydrology Branch, and financed entirely b y
federal funds .

RESEARCH PHILOSOPH Y

Three philosophical principles underlie the formal Researc h
Program . The first is to discover those principles and relationship s
that are fundamental to the solution of practical problems . The formal
program financed by federal funds was historically an outgrowth of the
Cooperative investigative program, and developed because we needed to
know basic principles and relationships in order to obtain adequat e
quantitative solutions to problems and to understand fully how th e
hydrologic system operated .

This does not mean that we work on practical problems directly ;
rather we attempt to work on the basic knowledge that is necessary fo r
the solution of problems . We might express the difference this way .
There are three elements to a practical problem involving water : the
engineering problem, the governing conditions at the site, and the basi c
physical principles that control what can be done . Suppose one is face d
with the need for water at a place where there is a ground-water
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reservoir, but existing natural replenishment is too slow, and storage. i s
being depleted. To meet the shortage is the general practical problem .

The engineering problem includes the following aspects : first ,
to decide on the best way to obtain the additional water needed ; whethe r
to increase the rate of replenishment artificially, bring the water b y
pipeline, or (negatively) to decrease the demand. This involves social ,
economic, and legal factors such as where the water is to come from ,
and what the impact of the scheme will be on the community, other wate r
users, etc . These phases of the problem are the sorts of 'things that
can best be tackled by local groups who would be most concerned about
the local economic and legal circumstances .

Suppose the decision is made to increase the rate of recharge
artificially . Then the second element of the problem involves the physical
conditions 'at the site . This includes such things as the size of the ground- •
water reservoir, its permeability and storage capacity, the permeabilit y
of overlying and surrounding deposits, the position of the water table ,
and the natural chemical quality of the water and whether or not it s
chemistry will be compatible with that in the ground-water reservoir .
These kinds of things have been determined, on a broad scale, in th e
cooperative investigations between the States and the Ground Wate r
Branch of the Survey ; 'and investigations into these things are parts o f
the established program in practically all the 50 states .

These two elements are somewhat interrelated . For example, the
physical conditions at the site may determine the best way to get th e
water underground (through recharge wells or by surface spreading . )
Nevertheless, they are fundamental elements to consider in any problem
involving ground water, as they would influence many minor decisions i f
not major ones .

The third element involves the basic physical principles : such
things as just how water does move between the land surface and th e
water table, relation of temperature and degree of saturation to' the .
effective permeability in this zone of aeration, effect of ion-exchange o n
the quality of the water, and relation between evaporation losses an d
depth to the water table. Understanding such factors and .processes as
these is fundamental to knowing how any particular engineering solution
is going to work and what its effects will be . These are the sorts of
things we work on in the research program .

The second philosophical principle underlying our research pro-
gram acknowledges that we are working in the hydrologic cycle . This i s
our major concern scientifically, and we feel that in our research pro -
gram we want to know as much as possible about the way the hydrologi c
cycle operates, especially as it pertains to terrestrial water . We leave
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the circulation of water in the atmosphere to the meteorologists, and i n
the oceans to the deep-water oceanographers . ' Our concern is with how
water arrives at the land surface, in both space and time, what it s
dissolved and suspended constituents are when it arrives, how it move s
over and under the land surface, how it interacts with its environmen t
as it moves, and how and where it leaves the land surface . As long as a
topic or project falls in this area, we consider it our legitimate concern;
and in a number of our efforts we do not require that a direct applicatio n
to a practical problem be immediately in sight . I think it would be fai r
to say that we try to have about 80 percent of our program aimed at
finding out things that will be of direct application to the solution o f
practical problems, and about 20 percent to matters that might be con-
sidered the more "far out" variety .

The third philosophical principle is the maintenance of a substantia l
degree of freedom on the part of research workers . Our research is not
directed in detail ; and, although activities are coordinated, we do no t
approach most problems with a highly organized team . Nearly all the
individual projects are initiated by the men themselves . Certain topical
areas, however, which we consider more important than others we em-
phasize ; and we see to it that two people are not working on the sam e
thing . Most of the men in the research program started out in th e
investigative program of the Water Resources Division or in othe r
practical fields . They have been faced with very practical problems, an d
consequently they have a clear idea of the deficiencies that exist in ou r
knowledge of essential basic principles . Many research projects ar e
proposed by individuals who became aware of a lack of knowledge abou t
something, and devised a way of finding out about it . We encourage
these projects and finance them to whatever extent is practicable .

Although not so much a philosophical principle as a matter of
practical necessity, we attempt to maintain close contact with th e
Cooperative Program, both as a source of information about needs and
as a means of exchanging personnel . Further, we attempt to apply re-
sults and know-how, developed in the research program, to the investi-
gative program by encouraging contact between investigative and researc h
personnel, and by a system of consulting service in which men in th e
research program may be asked to come and help on an investigative
problem, or be assigned as a consultant to devise ways of solving a
practical problem .

RESEARCH PROGRAM OF THE WATER RESOURCES DIVISIO N

Expressed in bare numbers, the research program consists o f
about 135 separate projects, on which nearly 250 scientists and engineer s
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are working, and expending about $4 million a year (1966 figures) .
About 22 percent of this is money transferred from other federal
agencies for work in which they also have an interest . Nearly all the
people are full-time Geological Survey employees . A few people in th e
academic world have WAE (when actually employed) appointments, an d
do some research for us part time . A few graduate students, mainly
Ph. D . candidates also are on WAE appointments, and through salary
support we help them complete research projects in our fields o f
interest . Other than these arrangements for part-time work we have n o
grants-in-aid or other sponsored research at present .

In keeping with the principle of working on things that have to do
with practical problems, the projects are grouped in six categories
which are listed below, together with the relative percentage of the 196 5
fiscal year budget expended in each .

Percent
1 . Supply and demand problems	 50
2. Water-management principles and techniques	 3
3 .

	

Controls on water utility	 1 6
4. Instability and changing aspects of landscap e

and rivers	 1 1
5 . Problems of floods and droughts 	 1
6 . Techniques of water exploration 	 19

At present we identify about twenty research topics which ar e
distributed among the six major categories .

Under "Supply and demand problems" are grouped most of the re -
search topics that bear on problems of the location and amounts of wate r
available . Three examples are : the amounts of water stored in glacier s
and the release of water from that storage ; losses of water by evaporatio n
or evapotranspiration ; and the movement of ground water in bot h
saturated and unsaturated media . Included in this category are a goo d
many research topics that are fundamental to some of the other majo r
categories such as numbers 2 and 5 . Partly for that reason, the per-
centage effort in number 1 (50 percent) is relatively high . Most o f
these topics involve the operation of a hydrologic system of some kind .
In research, the main objective is to understand how these system s
operate so that predictions can be made as to what will happen whe n
specified stresses (changes) are applied to the system, either naturall y
or artificially .

Take, for example, some of our work under the topic "Flow in un-
saturated media. " This means the movement of water in the zone o f
aeration, between the land surface and the water table . Two practical
problems in this field are artificial recharge of ground-water reservoir s
by water spreading or pits, and the extent to which rainfall of a give n
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intensity may infiltrate below ground or will run off . Actual or potential
rates at which water will move through deposit's either completely dry or
partly saturated is a controlling factor . So we have several project s
under this topic . Two fundamental ones are designed to test the validit y
of Darcy's law as applied to partly saturated material . Another i s
aimed at developing a technique for determining the permeability o f
partly saturated material through observation of the downward trans -
mission of changes in atmospheric pressure .

This example indicates how we attempt to identify and work on th e
fundamental principles and relationships that are needed to solve th e
practical problems, rather than on the practical problems themselves- -
in this case, artificial recharge .

Another particularly interesting topic under this group of "Suppl y
and demand" problems is that of the relation and interconnection betwee n
ground water and surface water . As the need grows to use all our wate r
resources efficiently, we need more and more to consider these tw o
occurrences of water conjunctively for any one drainage basin . Thi s
matter has been given considerable study and investigation in recen t
years in California, where early work consisted of estimating th e
storage capacity of ground-water reservoirs with a view to cyclic storag e
of surplus streamflow . However, this approach deals fundamentally with
aquifer characteristics alone ; whereas the little-known field is the inter -
relationship between the two . Accordingly, we have a couple of project s
whose purpose is to define quantitative relationships between ground -
water storage and streamflow, so that by the use of ground-water dat a
it may be possible, for instance, to forecast low flows of streams .

The second category, "Water management principles and techniques, "
is largely outside our field of concern . It involves mainly the application
of physical principles, either known or being worked on elsewhere i n
the program, together with pertinent legal, social, and economic factors ,
to whatever area is under consideration . This is the reason for the
small effort (3 percent) in this field. There are, however, one or tw o
projects in which we are seeking principles that may be applicable or i n
which we want to test the practicability of new techniques . For example ,
one project attempts to discover the effects of urban development o n
hydrologic factors such as runoff, flood frequency, recharge, wate r
quality, and sediment production . Another attempts to delineate hydrologi c
situations in which nuclear explosives might be used in connection wit h
development and management of water resources ; and to evaluate limit-
ations, including potentially hazardous side effects .

The third category, "Controls on water utility, " covers primaril y
chemical constituents (including organic pesticides) that influenc e
adversely, or at least have to be considered in connection with, the us e
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of water . Sediment load also might be included in this category, but
sediment is so intimately bound up with hydraulics of flow that it i s
classified with that topic .

With respect to dissolved constituents, the utility of water i s
affected either by the constituents that happen to be present or by re -
actions induced by physical changes or addition of other water . Thus a
number of projects pertain to the reasons why natural waters have cer-
tain chemical constituents, and why they have them in the concentration s
they do. In this connection, work is being done on the chemical equilib-
rium reactions between natural waters and certain minerals like calcite
(CaCO3 ) and dolomite (CaMg(CO3) 2 ) the principal minerals in limestone .
In another project we are working on the rates and causes of chemical
reactions that result in either corrosion or encrustation of well screen s
and casings exposed to various natural waters .

In addition, iron, and to a lesser extent aluminum and manganese ,
in natural waters have long been known to cause objectionable precipitate s
when certain waters were stored, withdrawn, or utilized . For some year s
now we have been making laboratory studies of the solubility of mineral s
from which these "hydrosolic" metals are dissolved, rates of chemical re -
actions, forms in which the dissolved metals occur, and the influence o f
organic processes and products on their solution and precipitation .

Organic and other pesticides are increasingly being applied to
plants and to the ground, with incompletely known effects on what w e
might term beneficial wildlife, including human beings . This is a many
faceted problem including surveillance of pesticide content in streams an d
ground water, in which the Geological Survey has an interest because it i s
our function to know what beneficial and/or deleterious substances th e
Nation's waters contain. Research in pesticides, and pesticide pollution ,
has various aspects, not all hydrologic . The Survey, however is working
on these problems that clearly have a hydrologic connection . For example ,
projects on pesticides in the research program pertain to the degree o f
solubility of pesticides in water, the extent to which they may be absorbe d
on sediment particles in streams, and their distribution in and transpor t
by running water as controlled by hydraulic principles of fluid flow .

The next major category, the fourth, "Instability and changing as-
pects of landscape and rivers," includes a sizable range of activities fro m
some that are very close to practical problems to others for which we a t
present do not see a direct application . In the 1965 fiscal year this made up
about 11 percent of the research program, measured in dollars . The cate-
gory includes research topics such as hydraulics of flow in natural channels ,
hydraulics of sediment transport and deposition, erosion rates, and origi n
and behavior of shifting meander channels in present and ancient streams .
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Work on hydraulics of flow in natural channels and on sedimentatio n
has rather practical applications . One fundamental question is : "Under
what conditions of water flow will a channel be stable?" There are in thi s
field several projects devoted to determining basic relationships such a s
sand-bed configuration and shear velocity, the effect of turbulence o n
sediment transport, and the effect of various shapes and specific gravitie s
of large-sized particles on their fall-velocities in moving water .

Another project in hydraulics, but not considering sediment, is on e
to develop mathematical models representing the flow of water of differen t
densities in opposing directions in open channels . This is directly
applicable to problems in estuaries .

Of the more "far out" variety, two or three projects are devote d
to determining the relationship between rates of denudation of hill slope s
and factors such as climate and orientation of slope exposure . I call
these "far out" because we do not know at present how they may apply to
practical problems . However, because the observations show the effect s
of running water and of rainwater, they pertain to the hydrologic cycle .
Also, because the products of erosion must go somewhere, significant
information on the rate of production of sediment and its movement to
streams may one day appear .

We are doing very little in category five, "Problems of floods and
droughts . " This is partly because much of the basic work under othe r
categories can be applied to, or is part of, this subject. Some studie s
on the effects of the recent floods in California and Oregon as well as th e
Rocky Mountain region are being made, but mainly in connection with th e
Cooperative Program . However, in some projects we are studyin g
geomorphic and even botanical data for evidence of the frequency an d
effects of large floods .

A sizable proportion of our effort (19 percent) goes into "Technique s
of water exploration, " item 6 . ' These techniques range from devisin g
statistical and computer methods of handling data, to field geophysical
methods, both those used in boreholes, and those used in airplanes . Part
of the reason for the high percentage figure is the cost of operating air -
planes . Perhaps one of the most spectacular developments in recen t
months is the use of infrared and ordinary color photography from air -
planes to observe such hydrologic features as the movement and dissipatio n
of heat in cooling water downstream from a powerplant, or the inflow o f
fresh water into salt-water bays, or differences in salinity among group s
of lakes . Recently the movement of tidal flow in the Potomac River wa s
studied by releasing a dye into the water and photographing it by colo r
film from an airplane 5, 000 to 6, 000 feet above the estuary .
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CONCLUSIONS

The research program of the U .S . Geological Survey's Water
Resources Division is concerned with discovering the fundamenta l
principles and relationships that are applicable to different kinds o f
problems in different areas. The program is distinct from the program
of cooperative investigations, although some research is carried on i n
the Cooperative Program. Furthermore, we are concerned mainly wit h
the geologic, hydraulic, hydrologic, or chemical aspects of wate r
relationships, although we are interested also in biological elements ,
such as how plants or other organisms may affect these physica l
relationships .

In present times, the economic, social, and legal aspects o f
water problems, especially as pertaining to management, are no les s
important. These can best be handled by local groups and agencies ,
which ipso facto are part of and best informed on these phases of th e
problems in local areas .

With the passage of the Water Resources Research Act of 1964 ,
a great expansion of activity in water resources research and investiga-
tions was made possible . No one will deny the desirability and benefi t
to the Nation that can accrue from increased study of water resources .
The U .S . Geological Survey, which has been working on the Nation' s
water resources since 1888, welcomes the partnership and participatio n
of new groups in the field.

It is known, of course, that the Survey has agreements with mos t
states, and fairly comprehensive plans for areal investigations an d
appraisals of water resources throughout those states . For a Stat e
Institute to inaugurate similar investigations probably would be con -
sidered duplication, especially in parts of a particular state schedule d
for study in the near future under the Cooperative Program . With re-
gard to basic research into fundamental principles that are independen t
of geographic location, the way to avoid duplication is simply to kno w
what's going on, and to avoid it . Our annual Report of Water Resource s
Research gives a rather specific idea of each of our current researc h
projects . Brief descriptions of projects are also on file with th e
Science Information Exchange, and are included in catalogs published b y
the Office of Water Resources Research. We also put out on occasion a
bibliography of current research publications . The latest was in
February, 1965, and is a supplement to the Report of Water Resource s
Research, July 1, 1963 - June 30, 1964 .

Some phases of water research that are not being entered int o
very deeply as yet are the legal, social, and economic aspects o f
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development and management . Institutes might well undertake suc h
studies as : "urban hydrology" -- the problems, and the answers ,
peculiar to given urban areas ; effects of water development on
industries, and effects of industrial growth and change on water develop-
ment; economic and hydrologic evaluation of specific water developmen t
and control projects ; design of practical systems for conjunctive use o f
surface and ground water ; and development of "optimization" scheme s
and of techniques for comparing alternative methods of solving wate r
problems or managing water resources . The Director*, Office of
Water Resources Research has recently mentioned management tech-
niques and methods of developing and evaluating water policies andplan s
as two fields fruitful for research by State Institutes .

The U.S . Geological Survey and its Water Resources Divisio n
will be glad to cooperate with State Water Resources Research Institute s
in any way possible . If we keep each other informed, there should b e
plenty of work for us all, without duplication .

Renne, R. R., 1965, Role of the Land-Grant Institution in the development of water policies : unpublished
address to the Workshop on Public Policies Relating to Water, Purdue University, November 4, 1965 .
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Prepared by HARRY W . GEHM, Technical Advisor, National Council for
Stream Improvement, New York, New York, for inclusion in this publication.

Z4eael PiCgzasw

oa rite P‘4 axd Pawn Srduat~uy

Rather than attempt to define the responsibility for water resource s
research, the program of the pulp and paper industry will be de -

scribed . Active support of a continuing research program initiated i n
1943 is evidence in itself that the industry has accepted responsibilit y
for development of solutions to its problems .

WHAT THE NATIONAL COUNCIL IS

The National Council for Stream Improvement is a non-profit
research and service corporation organized by the pulp, paper, an d
paperboard industry for the purpose of developing solutions to the in-
dustry's waste disposal and utilization problems . It is financed by
dues assessed on a tonnage basis . It conducts research at regionally
located centers in cooperation with the educational institutions at Tuft s
University, Johns Hopkins University, Louisiana State University ,
Kalamazoo College, and Oregon State University, where our associatio n
in some manner now dates to almost twenty years . It disseminate s
research and other technical information to the industry through technica l
bulletins as well as through nationwide participation in technical meeting s
and publication in association journals . It furnishes technical servic e
directly to members on stream improvement problems through the
medium of its technical staff and regional engineers .
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THE RESEARCH PROGRAM

Since its inception the research program has covered a broa d
spectra and a detailed review of the activities is not appropriate . It
has covered support of research in such specialized disciplines a s
stream assimilative capacity at the University of Michigan and aquatic
biology at the Institute of Paper Chemistry and Oregon State Universit y
as well as other institutions . The program is centered however, around
five broad research areas of primary interest to the industry . Each of
the research centers at one of the five cooperating Colleges and
Universities is responsible for and places its principal efforts in one o f
these areas . They are :

(1) Wet Solids Handling and Disposal
(2) Biological Treatment
(3) Water Reuse and Reclamatio n
(4) Aquatic Biology and Land Disposal
(5) Instrumentation and Analytical Technique s

A brief review of a definition of the problem and research effort s
in these areas follows .

WET SOLIDS HANDLING AND DISPOSA L

Many stream pollution difficulties resulting from the discharg e
of paper mill effluents are due to the presence of suspended matter . A
large portion of this matter will settle at low stream velocities, causin g
the usual problems associated with benthol deposits . The techniques for
separation of this material from liquid effluents have been reasonabl y
well worked out . Such removal generally leads to the problem of re-
ducing the water content of the relatively thin slurry obtained b y
clarification so that this residue can be disposed of satisfactorily. In
some instances, where the sludge is free, due generally to th e
presence of long fibers, thickening and dewatering is readily accom-
plished with simple standard equipment . Unfortunately, in many instances ,
this is not the case because the residue obtained is highly hydrous o r
contains a fraction of gelatinous material which influences dewatering t o
a marked degree. The waste activated sludge produced by biologica l
oxidation is in this latter category . Hence, much of the Council's re -
search and development effort has been directed toward finding practical
means for handling these slurries . At the present time, this is the majo r
subject of investigation at the Council's Central-Lake States Researc h
Center .
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In 1958, the Council sponsored a critical review of literature o n
the dewatering of hydrogels at the University of Syracuse under th e
direction of Dr . Beck. This work indicated that centrifuging offere d
one of the best possibilities for mechanical dewatering of the hydrou s
slurries obtained from the clarification of some white waters . Pre-
liminary laboratory work lead to the evaluation of two bench-scale unit s
especially designed for difficult thickening problems -- namely, vertica l
disk-type and horizontal conveyor-type centrifuges .

Experience and data obtained from work with these bench-size
units indicated that mill tests should be performed with large-scal e
equipment of both types on a variety of paper industry primary under -
flows . Field work conducted in cooperation with member mills resulte d
in the alerting of manufacturers to this possible application for thei r
equipment . Their contribution of technical know-how has resulted i n
design and commercial manufacture of equipment for this purpose . Of
the two types of units tested, the horizontal conveyor type was found t o
be the most satisfactory . As a result, eighteen paper mills now de -
water primary underflow on 22 horizontal conveyor-type units and mor e
are in the planning and design stages .

Previous test work and review of data from existing installations ,
indicates that dewatered sludge cake of equivalent or higher solid s
content than that produced by vacuum filtration, can be obtained with a
horizontal conveyor-type centrifuge . As centrifuging is an accelerated
sedimentation process, emphasis must be placed on those factors whic h
affect solids recovery efficiency. In general, solids capture has bee n
found to be the product of four variables all of which can be controlled ,
to some degree, by adjustment of the equipment or conditioning of th e
sludge prior to dewatering . These were found to be feed consistency ,
feed rate, bowl speed, and depth of liquid in the bowl .

Other advances in the field of sludge dewatering have consiste d
largely of equipment improvements and attempts to develop device s
capable of handling gelatinous sludges . One of these is the "off-drum"
type vacuum fulter, employing wire or cloth media which is lifted fro m
the drum and washed continuously, thus providing a clean membran e
for each cycle . Several large installations are in operation on difficul t
sludges such as glassine and combinations of white paper primary
sludge and activated sludge . While loadings are low, ranging from 2 t o
5 pounds/sq . ft./hour, operation is continuous and considered satisfactor y
since the ordinary filter could not handle these residues at all .

Much interest has been shown in the development of poly-electrolyte s
as conditioning agents for sludge dewatering . The Central-Lake State s
Research Group are working with a number of chemical companies whic h
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produce these materials both commercially and experimentally towar d
the development of effective chemicals of this type . Results to date
indicate that such materials exhibit a very high degree of specificit y
toward various types of sludges and to date none have been found tha t
have the spectacular property of releasing water from paper mill sludg e
that some have for other similar residues such as sewage sludge .
Results with typical poly-electrolytes having anionic, cationic an d
nonionic properties on the dewatering of boardmill and de-inking sludge s
indicate that while filtration rates can be appreciably improved wit h
these materials, the cost is not better, if as good, as that of obtaining
similar results with low cost inorganic conditioning agents such as lim e
and ferric chloride . Research is continuing on experimental products .

Centrifuging and vacuum filtration produce sludges containin g
generally between 15 and 30 percent solids . While such material can
generally be disposed of satisfactorily on the land, a higher consistency
material would be more desirable from the standpoints of space re-
quirement, stabilization and use with other materials for fill . A cake
lower in moisture content is also desirable when incineration is con-
sidered as a means of ultimate disposal . Hence, interest has arisen
regarding pressing of filter and centrifuge cakes to obtain lowe r
moisture content .

Basic work on the effect of pressing was undertaken by Counci l
engineers to establish the parameters for this process . The data indicate
that in pressing low ash content boardmill filter cake, nominal pressure s
(100 to 300 psi) applied for 10 minutes are as effective as much highe r
pressures applied for 5 minutes and that in all instances a pressing
time of at least 5 minutes is indicated . Similar results were obtaine d
for high ash content sludge cakes .

Other research conducted on sludge thickening and dewatering a t
the center include work on CO2 floatation, frothing, electrophoresis ,
electro-floatation and filler recovery by wet processing .

A special project was initiated during the past year to assemble ,
catalog, summarize and evaluate all existing data available on sludg e
thickening dewatering and disposal . From this study have come several
areas of research desiring attention . None is more evident however ,
than the need for fundamental work in the area of dewatering of colloida l
suspensions, and plans are underway to initiate work in this area .
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BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT

The relatively long retention periods (3-15 days) employed i n
aerated stabilization basin treatment cause cooling of the effluent s
entering such basins, particularly in winter . While biological treatment
processes are known to be temperature dependent, there has been a
deficiency of experimental data dealing with the effects of both high an d
low temperature . This, together with increasingly frequent question s
regarding process feasibility in areas with severe winter condition s
prompted a study of process response in the 0-30° C range .

Five wastes (kraft, sulfite, semi-chem, waste paperboard, and
groundwood) were studied at 2, 10, 20, and 30° C using retention
periods of 2, 5, and 10 days . Using a 2 day period, temperature declin e
from 30 to 20° C caused a drop in BOD removal efficiency from 75 to 5 3
percent . At 5 days, the drop was from 85 to 65 percent, while at 1 0
days the drop was from 92 to 85 percent . Prolonged aeration therefor e
tended to minimize the effects of temperature reduction . Of interest
was the observation that BOD removal proceeded at practical rate s
even at 2° C . Preliminary analyses showed that temperature correlation
coefficients for ratios of percent remaining BOD and BOD removal rat e
constants were on the order of 1 .03 to 1 . 04°t .

A study was completed comparing the effectiveness of single -
and multiple-basin systems . No significant improvement was noted
when the aerated basin retention time was split between two series -
operated basins .

These results have served to define and demonstrate the potentia l
of this process even under severe winter conditions, and are bein g
applied to the design of new systems . The process is now being
employed for treatment of 100 MGD of mainly kraft effluent, and
application is anticipated in the near future for an additional 500 MG D
kraft effluent . A paper summarizing our research, and application
experience throughout the industry with this process was published a s
National Council Technical Bulletin 185 and has appeared in Tappi .

Influence of high temperatures on biological oxidation has bee n
under study since there was field evidence that efficiencies fell of f
during summer months . The results of extensive tests under acclimate d
conditions showed that BOD reduction dropped off rapidly from an
optimum mean of 81 percent at 37° to as low as 37 percent at 55° C .
While the study showed that oxygen supply problems were aggravated . at
elevated temperatures, this was not the cause of the decline in efficienc y
since it was possible to maintain adequate dissolved oxygen under tes t
conditions .
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A key feature of aerated stabilization basins, or activated sludg e
process design is specification of aerator capaEity . This requires a
knowledge of the reaeration characteristics of the effluent, expressed. as
the "alpha" value, or the ratio of the overall oxygen absorptio n
coefficients of the effluent v .s . water under identical conditions .

The results obtained have shown variation in mean alpha value
from a maximum of 0 . 93 for ' raw waste to a minimum of 0 . 79 after
9 to 10 days aeration . Random variation in data for shorter aeration
periods of 2, 5, and 7 days suggests that very little significant chang e
in alpha occurs during aerated stabilization basin treatment .

. The variability of alpha underscored the need for numerous .
measurements before selection of a design value, or use of a .lower
value such as O . 7 for design purposes in the absence of actual data .

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE S

There has been a long term interest in using the COD : BO D
ratio as a rapid means of estimating BOD strength of raw, partially ,
and fully treated mill effluents for purposes of treatment process and
effluent discharge control . These efforts have been unsuccessful sinc e
a portion of the COD is accounted for by the biologically stable ligni n
present, resulting from pulping and bleaching processes losses . As
the degree of treatment rises the COD :BOD ratio also increases, making
rapid BOD estimation uncertain .

We are currently completing an investigation of the possibilit y
of stabilizing this ratio for a given mill effluent by independent ligni n
analyses using UV absorption, and correcting the COD determinatio n
for that .portion contributed by the lignin (approx. 1 . 7 ppm COD per ppm
lignin) . Results obtained on oxidized wastes indicated that the correcte d
ratio of COD: BOD in the raw waste was equal to the ratio of change in
COD and BOD, and this offered promise that a working correlation could
be developed. A report will be issued shortly indicating the possibilitie s
of using the COD:BOD ratio for control purposes .

3

Efforts ' to use the previously developed resin acid soap pro-
cedure on mill effluents proved cumbersome, and led to developmen t
of the new colorimetric procedure described in a recent technical bulletin .

The new procedure was employed to determine the effect o f
aerated stabilization basin treatment of kraft waste on resin acid soap
content, using 2 and 5 days aeration at 2, 10, and 20° C . It was- found
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that reduction in soap content was approximately equal to percent BO D
reduction. Similar results were obtained using activated sludge and
storage-oxidation basin treatment .

One aspect of secondary treatment that had remained unexplore d
was the determination of whether partially and well-treated mill effluents
undergo biochemical oxidation in receiving waters at rates differin g
from those for untreated wastes . Using effluents with BOD reduction
ranging from 25 to 85 percent, the K1 deoxygenation rate constants wer e
determined at temperatures of 2, 10, 20, 30, and 37° C .

The mean K1 value for all 150 test conditions was 0 . 21 . Con-
sidering the temperature variable alone, the mean K 1 value ranged only
from 0 . 19 to 0 . 22 .

Based on these results it was felt that use of a K 1 value of O . 2
was justified for most computations of natural assimilative capacity ,
and projections of oxygen sag .

Foam production during secondary treatment is known to creat e
housekeeping, operator safety and process control problems, an d
occasionally to require foam control measures . Biological treatment is ,
however, also generally believed to reduce the foaming tendency of kraft
effluents, once discharged to receiving waters . Both of these relate d
phenomena prompted a study of the effect of treatment on foaming
tendency. Its purpose is to establish numerically this additional benefi t
of secondary treatment and to evaluate the effectiveness of variou s
commercially available foam control additives . A standard procedure
for measuring foaming capacity and stability of foam has bee n
developed .

Development of accurate and rapid methods for the measurement
of dissolved oxygen in the laboratory and field, as well as continuou s
recording of this value has been one of the extensive activities of th e
Council's Research Center at Tufts University . This work has provide d
proof that electrode methods now available yield accurate dissolve d
oxygen readings in the presence of pulp and papermill wastes and othe r
substances interfering with the chemical test. A complete summary of
this work is presented in Technical Bulletin No. 184 . These and othe r
studies have led to commercial development of a number of instrument s
suitable for this purpose, including continuous recording ones . It i s
anticipated that this will become a "Standard Method" in future edition s
of that publication .

Using recording electrodes the relative effectiveness of strea m
reaeration by various means such as surface aerators, dam and turbin e
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venting, is being investigated . A field project dealing with evaluating
the efficiencies of mechanical aerators placed in streams, showed tha t
these units produce only a fraction of the oxygen transfer obtained i n
mixed liquor activated sludge tanks . It has been shown that aerator s
transfer oxygenated water 200 to 300 feet upstream . Engineering
studies on baffling and channel improvements are proceeding to mak e
maximum use of these devices in streams and rivers .

Analysis of mill effluents (including those receiving biologica l
treatment and those from which sanitary sewage is excluded) by
standard methods frequently yields high coliform organisms counts .
Presence in these effluents of surface and soil drainage, and organi c
materials capable of supporting growth of coliform organisms of th e
non-intestinal source Aerobacter aerogenes type, is believed responsibl e
for most of these high counts .

Use of receiving waters, into which mill effluents are discharged ,
for water contact recreational activities, shellfish culture, and as
sources of domestic raw water supply will result in more frequent
requests for effluent treatment aimed at bacteriological water qualit y
control. It is, therefore, essential that we begin to develop data
enabling us to establish the numbers of coliforrn organisms of actua l
intestinal origin in mill effluents .

Studies on the effect of benthal deposits of cellulose on streams ,
rivers and estuaries are also being conducted at the N . E. Center .
Using a battery of horizontal tubes in which the bottom is covered with
sludge, evaluations on the nutrient level of the sludge, composition o f
the overlying water, rate of flow, oxygen concentration, and many othe r
variables are underway . Future work will include continuous depositio n
of sludge . To date, it has been shown that the surface area of sludge i s
more important than depth in a system releasing little gas . The nutrient
content of the overlying water is also a factor and preliminary indication s
seem to show that a lowering of the SOD of the overlying water wil l
reduce the effect of an existing sludge deposit .

WATER RECLAMATION AND REUS E

Rational predictions regarding our position in respect to wate r
resources in the future indicate no general shortage, but rather local-
ized volume and quality limitations due to expanding population an d
activities associated with this . This means that in many places wate r
will cost more due to the necessity to conserve its use beyond the usua l
level, develop new supplies as well as treat to higher degrees an d
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preserve waters in a condition suitable for local uses . Faced with
rising costs of process water treatment and high degree waste treat-
ment, the possibility of producing a further reusable water or on e
suitable for sale for other purposes, from pulp mill effluents become s
an interesting speculation . Preliminary experimental work carried on
at the National Council's Southern Research Center at Louisiana Stat e
University indicated that it is possible to produce a water of a qualit y
better than half the municipal supplies in this country at a cos t
considerably lower than that claimed by the Office of Saline Water fo r
renovating brackish waters, and not a great deal higher than that no w
paid by some mills requiring exceptionally high quality water .

High degree waste treatment cost is approaching three dollar s
per ton of product, which, at the consumption rate of 60, 000 gal . per
ton, amounts to five cents per thousand gallons . Procurement and
treatment of process water at some mills runs as high as 15 cents pe r
thousand gallons . Assuming these costs, and allowing a reduction o f
80 percent in new process water requirement, due to greater reuse, 1 7
cents would be available for treatment of 1,000 gallons of water . Unde r
these conditions effluent volume could be reduced 90 percent, 10 percen t
being lost in process . It is further conceivable that the remaining 1 0
percent of effluent could, in some cases, be disposed of on the land ,
eliminating effluent entirely .

A lab pilot plant has been built in the Chemical Engineering
Department at Louisiana State University to determine the best pro-
gression for the various unit processes and obtain better cost figures .
Demineralizing methods will also be studied in this unit . Any type of
biological chemical or physical treatment can be accomplished in thi s
unit in any predetermined order .

In addition to the above, investigations and exploratory wor k
toward determining the physical characteristics and reactions of th e
color bodies present in kraft effluents relative to finding ways to re -
move them continues . Information obtained indicates that these ar e
molecular rather than colloidal in nature and hence do not respond wel l
to the common techniques for separating fine particulate matter from
liquid suspension.

Due to the increase in bleaching, coupled with improvements i n
the caustic recovery systems of kraft mills, a problem of effluen t
acidity has arisen in some mills . While the degree of acidity is generally
insufficient to create a receiving stream problem, acid effluents ca n
cause very serious corrosion of sewers and treatment equipment as wel l
as interfere with treatment processes depending upon biological activity.
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Because of this, an engineering study to determine the require -
ments and best practice for neutralizing acid bleachery effluents wa s
conducted by the Southern Research Center . These investigation s
included pilot plant runs at a mill . Equations were derived, which will
be useful in the design of full-scale neutralization units .

AQUATIC BIOLOGY

A great deal of speculation has been advanced concerning th e
stability of components of pulp mill effluents which may exhibit inimica l
effects on the aquatic habitat . It is a well known fact that much of the
organic matter in these effluents is biologically decomposed . Oxygen
sags in receiving waters are a result of this decomposition and
biological treatment processes function on this principle. Some work
had been done which showed a reduction in toxicity of kraft effluent t o
finned fishes as well as some molluscan forms when biologicall y
stabilized. It has also been demonstrated that the percolate from kraft,
sulfite and insulating board effluents applied to a 20-inch deep soi l
columns would support young guppies for periods of 96 hours or longe r
without mortality . These effluents had undergone 95 percent or greate r
5-day BOD reduction . The application of biological treatment processe s
on effluent streams for reduction in toxicity as the prime factor fo r
treatment has already been put into practice on a limited scale . Of
equal or greater importance, however, is the concern expressed in
some areas where through the use of established treatment methods
dissolved oxygen depressions of any seriousness can be avoided ye t
there exists a reluctance or fear of the discharge of mill effluents base d
on the premise of presumed harm to the aquatic habitat .

The Council's West Coast Research Center has therefore bee n
active in attempting to more clearly establish the relationship existin g
between degree of biological stabilization of pulp mill effluents an d
aquatic organism tolerance levels . It has been observed that silve r
salmon survive for 96 hours in bleached kraft effluent concentrations o f
15 to 25 ppm BOD level . Since dissolved oxygen depressions woul d
result in receiving waters with greater than one-fourth to one-third th e
BOD level in which the fish survived, it appears that survival per se i s
probably not a problem .

Biological modification such as occurs in conventional treatmen t
processes and receiving waters renders kraft effluents less inimical t o
fish life . The reduction in toxicity associated with biological modifi-
cation is directly proportional to the degree of BOD reduction . Thos e
components which are inimical to fish life at adequate effluent concen-
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trations therefore bear a close relationship to those creating an oxyge n
demand, In part, at least, they are likely the same substances .

With increasing interest in the effect of water quality change o n
the aquatic habitat several bioassay tools have come into use .
Predominantly these are short term assays aimed at determining acut e
toxicity or employment of the use of indicator organisms whose absenc e
implies harm . Recent thinking in the field of aquatic biology contend s
that as far as fisheries are concerned the definition of tolerable limits
of environmental change in receiving waters should be in terms of fis h
production. This concept does not imply that change is bad but that th e
measurement of change should be in unit weight of fish produced pe r
unit area of stream bottom . Research is underway here at Oregon
State University to assess some of the aspects of productivity a s
related to changes induced by pulp mill effluents .
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